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Abstract

This master thesis project investigates the runtime performance benefits of GPGPU accelera-
tion on numerical algorithms, with the algebraic multigrid preconditioned generalized minimum
residual iterative solver as the leading example. A short overview of the workings of modern
computers is provided, along with a more detailed discussion about CPU and GPU core design,
focusing on the elements that have a strong influence on floating point performance.

The second part of the master thesis project examines the AMG preconditioned GMRES
iterative solver at the algorithm level. This study starts with a high level overview of the parallel
programming model of CUDA based GPGPU acceleration, called single program multiple data
(SPMD). Subsequently, a walk-trough of the GMRES solver is provided. It discusses the projection
method concepts and the reasoning behind the Krylov solution spaces, concluding with a fully
functional Matlab implementation of GMRES. The basics of multigrid methods that underlie
the preconditioner of the case study are explained. Concepts from signal processing such as the
Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, quantization and aliasing are used to predict the behaviour
of algebraic multigrid methods.

The last section of the master thesis project provides runtime efficiency tests of the AMG
preconditioned GMRES case study and associated subroutines on a variety of hardware platforms,
consisting of Intel CPUs and NVIDIA GPUs. The software used for the runtime efficiency tests
consists of Matlab code, high performance linear algebra libraries such as Intel MKL and NVIDIA
AMGX, as well as CMAT. CMAT is an open source and self-developed linear algebra library,
focusing on ease of use, sparse matrices, GPGPU acceleration and flexible interfacing with other
software.

The runtime efficiency tests demonstrate the potential of GPGPU acceleration. Small problem
sizes perform best on CPUs, but larger problem sizes see performance improvements ranging from
a factor of two to 20, with typical values of about 8 to 10. The runtime efficiency of GPGPU
accelerated AMG preconditioned GMRES is so high that problems with a million degrees of
freedom can be solved in under one second on consumer grade hardware.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Numerical algorithms, such as FEM based simulations of physics problems, are very common in
both industry and academia. Some of these numerical algorithms encompass tremendous amounts
of floating point operations. The requirements that these numerical algorithms pose on the systems
that run them can be equally daunting. An example would be the nuclear simulations performed
by the U.S. Department Of Energy [63], causing them to invest heavily in super computers like
the recently announced Aurora [11] project.

Many other numerical algorithms impose far less strict requirements, allowing them to run on
consumer-grade computers, like laptops. But even these algorithms could benefit substantially
from an enhanced ratio of runtime versus problem size. This would have numerous advantages,
the most obvious one being the ability to run more or larger applications of the algorithm in the
same time frame.

A relatively recent development in the area of computer capabilities is the wide scale avail-
ability of General Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units, or GPGPU for short [39].
GPGPU acceleration leverages the computational power of the GPU (See chapter 3.4) to per-
form mathematical calculations that would otherwise be performed by the CPU (See chapter 3.1).
The computational power of GPUs is substantial, as figure 1.1 shows. The peak double precision
Floating Point Operations per Second (FLOPS) and memory bandwidth of GPUs has grown to
be much larger than CPUs can attain.

GPGPU is a hot topic at the moment, artificial intelligence and crypto currencies have taken
a huge flight since they adapted to leverage the power of GPUs. The MEFD [30] group of the
TU/e has recently gained access to a GPGPU enabled server via the RareTrans [114] project in
conjunction with ASML [10]. The underlying goal of this master thesis project is to investigate if
the numerical algorithms common to the MEFD group can also benefit from the possibilities that
the new GPGPU enabled hardware provides.
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Figure 1.1: Floating point and bandwidth performance comparison provided by NVIDIA as part
of their CS 2015 presentation [105].
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1.1 Case study

The status quo of computer aided numerical mathematics is shifting by the advent of GPGPU.
The massive increase in floating point computational power and memory bandwidth can be very
beneficial to scientific computing, but requires different techniques to be utilized effectively. AMG
preconditioned GMRES is used as a case study to investigate these techniques.

Hardware platform

The runtime efficiency of a properly coded numerical algorithm is heavily dependent on the
capabilities of the computer on which it is executed. This dependency is only increased when said
algorithm is constructed to take advantage of the GPUs of the computer. Gathering the most
meaningful information on runtime efficiency will thus necessitate using a representative hardware
platform for the case study.

The most obvious hardware platform candidate would be the GPGPU capable server available
to the MEFD group (the Volta server), but is unpractical due to technical difficulties surrounding
the software stack. Instead, a collection of computers with various CPUs and GPUs will be used
for the tests. These computer components have been carefully selected to mimic the hardware of
the Volta server as much as possible.

Numerical algorithm

Many physics simulations contain at least one, but usually many, system(s) of linear equations.
Further investigation of these systems of linear equations shows that most of them are (block)
sparse and very large. The work performed by the MEFD group with regard to the RareTrans
project is a perfect example of a FEM based simulation that produces large block sparse matrices.
These type of matrices are generally hard to solve efficiently, often causing significant runtime
efficiency reductions for simulations that produce said matrices.

Iterative solvers are numerical algorithms that solve (generally sparse) matrices by generating
a sequence of approximate solutions, until a sufficiently accurate solution is found. Direct solvers
rely on some form of row reduction to find the solution using elementary row operations. Direct
solvers are preferable for relatively small matrices, because they are very robust. Iterative solvers
are more suitable for large sparse matrices, where the elementary row operations are very costly,
both in terms of runtime efficiency and memory consumption.

Large block sparse matrices are a class of problems for which many preconditioning algorithms
fail to be very effective, often causing very low runtime efficiency for iterative solver and precon-
ditioner combinations. Having an iterative solver and preconditioner combination that can solve
large block sparse matrices with a good runtime efficiency would be very beneficial to the work of
the MEFD group and many physics simulations in general.

The generalized minimum residual (GMRES) iterative solver using an algebraic multigrid
(AMG) preconditioner is believed to be a strong candidate for solving the block sparse matrices
generated by the simulations of the MEFD group. GMRES is one of the most commonly used
Krylov based solvers because it is very flexible and relatively robust. AMG is a special variant of
the class of multigrid methods, which rely on generating ”coarser” variants of systems of linear
equations to make them easier to solve. Multigrid methodes have proven to be effective for many
of the applications of the MEFD group, like linear elasticity and convection diffusion problems.
[80]
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1.2 Master thesis

This master thesis project is a continuation of the work that started as an internship at the
MEFD group. The main focus of this internship was to evaluate which approach should be taken
and what the challenges of the master thesis project would be. This was accomplished by providing
a concise literature study of the elements of computer science relevant to GPGPU and making a
start on investigating computer hardware. The results from the internship report form the basis
of the master thesis project.

Research question

The research question of this master thesis project is:

How can GPGPU acceleration impact the runtime efficiency of the AMG preconditioned GMRES
iterative solver?

To approach this research question, we need to carefully study the following questions:

• How does GPGPU acceleration work?

• How does GMRES work?

• How does AMG work?

• What is the end result regarding the runtime efficiency?

The layout of this report will generally follow this structure.

Hardware study

Chapters 2 and 3 of this master thesis project provide the background information required in
order to understand the basics of GPGPU acceleration. This background contains some theory of
the operation of computers and an overview of both CPU and GPU design. This section of the
master thesis report is a continuation of the internship report and provides a gentle introduction
for a reader with little to no background in computer design, computer science jargon and theory.

Algorithm analysis

The second part of this report discusses some of the theoretical aspects of parallel programming
and a mathematical analysis of the numerical algorithms of the case study. Chapter 4 discusses
parallel programming models, chapter 5 pertains to the generalized minimal residual iterative
solver and chapter 6 describes the algebraic multigrid preconditioner.

Implementation and evaluation

The final part of the master thesis project analyzes the various aspects of the runtime efficiency
of the case study. Chapter 7 starts with a specification of the testing methodology, followed by
benchmarks of accelerated and non accelerated implementations of GMRES. Afterwards, accel-
erated AMG preconditioned GMRES is examined, relating the runtime efficiency results to the
details of the implementation and algorithm.

The conclusions of this master thesis project are presented in chapter 8. The results obtained
for the case study are evaluated and recommendations on further research areas are discussed.
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Chapter 2

Computer models

Runtime efficiency of numerical algorithms can be highly influenced by the hardware on which
it is executed. This chapter discusses certain elementary concepts of computers and forms the
basis of the computer performance analysis presented by this text.

2.1 Model of a computer

The most basic model of a modern computer is that of the Von Neumann architecture [119]. At
the highest level, it consists of four elements:

• Main memory (memory unit): Stores data and programs.

• Processor (central processing unit, CPU): Executes programs on the data.

• Input: Load data and programs.

• Output: Present results.

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the Von Neumann architecture, taken from [119].
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Pyramid shape

The Von Neumann architecture is the central design concept behind modern computers, but
it lacks many of the details that are crucial to understanding how numerical algorithms are ex-
ecuted. The first step in examining those details is investigating the main memory subsystem of
a computer.

The traditional personal computer was designed to execute programs that perform many differ-
ent kinds of operations on a relatively small amount of data. Because parallelising such programs
is hard, sequential execution of the operations has long been the norm. The result is a combination
of a few very fast execution units (see next page) in the processor and a pyramid shaped main
memory and storage subsystem.

Figure 2.2: Abstract representation of the traditional personal computer.

Memory Unit

Creating fast memory is expensive and not all the data needs to be instantly accessible. Pro-
duction cost savings led to a small amount of very fast memory close to the arithmetic/logic
unit, called cache, forming the top layer of the memory unit. As processors grew more capable,
additional layers (L2 and L3) of cache where added to accommodate this. A larger amount of
significantly slower memory, called DRAM, acts as the data overflow buffer of the cache. The
lowest layer of the memory unit consists of non-volatile storage, which contains the data that the
needs to survive a power cycle. Even though the persistent memory is a part of the memory unit
of the Von Neumann architecture, it is not considered to be part of main memory.

Memory controller

Cache memory is a subsystem of modern processors (see figure 2.3), but DRAM and non-
volatile memory are not. The communication between DRAM and the processor is handled by the
memory controller. Memory controllers combine separate DRAM memory modules, called DDR
[29], into a single memory pool.
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Central Processing Unit

The processor is one of the most important subsystems of a computer. As figure 2.3 demon-
strates, the processor itself is comprised of multiple subsystems. Many of these subsystems perform
tasks that are vital to the functioning of the computer, but are less relevant to the floating point
calculations performed by numerical algorithms. The focus of this text lies on the subsystems that
are the most important to numerical algorithms, such as the floating point and integer execution
units, the memory subsystems, as well as the interfaces of the processor.

The unrelenting drive to create ever faster computers has created processors that are in effect
multiple processors combined. Each separate ”processor” of such a processor is called a core of
that processor. A core of a modern processor can perform all the tasks of a CPU as defined by
the Von Neumann architecture. Most modern processors contain many cores, ranging from two
to 64, although most consumer-grade processors have between two and 8 cores.

Figure 2.3: Abstract representation of a modern processor (Intel Xeon Gold 6140).

Figure 2.3 an example processor containing 18 cores, each equipped with three levels of cache
and two floating point execution units. The control unit and arithmetic/logic unit of the Von
Neumann architecture are present in the Misc. part of the cores. A detailed analysis of how
processors work is provided in chapter 3.1.

Execution unit

Execution units of a CPU core are the subsystems that execute the instructions contained in
the threads. There are many different types of execution units in modern CPU cores, each with
their own specific function. Notable examples of execution units are; arithmetic logic unit [8],
address generation unit [2] and floating point unit [36]. Figure 2.3 shows that each core contains
two floating point units, indicated with FMA3 Execution Units.

Threads

A thread is a chain of instructions. It is defined by a computer program and is to be executed
by a single CPU core. Each core of a processor can execute one thread at a time, but through a
technique called preemption [79], is able to have many active threads. Utilizing all the cores of a
CPU requires software that uses multithreading. [60]
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2.2 Model of a massively parallel computer

The traditional personal computer is optimized to perform many different operations on a small
amount of data, but most numerical algorithms require many similar operations on a large amount
of data. Take for example a matrix-matrix multiplication, which consists of many floating point
multiplications and additions, operating on two large matrices. This difference doesn’t exclude
numerical algorithms from running on personal computers, but their hardware is not tailored
towards the task.

The massively parallel computer model differs from the traditional personal computer model
in many ways because it focuses on simultaneous execution of computations. Figure 2.4 shows a
block diagram of a massively parallel processor. Compared to figure 2.3, it contains many more
cores and execution units, details of which are discussed at chapter 3.5. The second thing to note is
that the memory subsystem is far less prominent. This reduced complexity is a direct consequence
of the fact that the Memory Unit does not adhere to the pyramid shape.

Figure 2.4: Block diagram of a massively parallel processor, the NVIDIA GV100. [Taken from
the NVIDIA Volta architecture whitepaper [65]]

Computer graphics

Some of the most common tasks that benefit strongly from the massively parallel processor
architecture are computer graphics. That is why almost all modern consumer-grade computers
have specially developed hardware to accelerate computer graphics related tasks. This hardware
is referred to as Graphics Processing Unit.

One example of computer graphics related workloads is Computer Automated Design. The
solid models of CAD projects can represent very complex geometries. Such a solid model is defined
by a very large amount of polygons (triangles), which mimic the surface of the complex geometry.
The vertices (corners) of the polygons have a position in space, which is stored using Cartesian
coordinates and floating point values. Rotating the view of the model requires manipulating the
vertex data, which is most commonly achieved by multiplying the vertex data matrix with a
rotation matrix.
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Graphics Processing Unit

GPU, graphics card and video card are all names for the piece of hardware inside a computer
that is responsible for creating the image on the display of a computer. The traditional GPU was
not much more than a framebuffer [38], but the introduction of graphical user interfaces and video
games gave rise to 2D and 3D requirements. Filling the frame buffer with data used to be a task
of the CPU, but graphics accelerators took over most of the common graphics drawing commands
from the CPU. Accelerators for 2D, accelerators for 3D and the frame buffer where combined into
a single device now known as a GPU.

The GPU is connected to the rest of the computer via PCIe (see chapter 3.3), which is a
peripheral component interface commonly used by modern computers to connect subsystems to
the processor. In terms of the Von Neumann architecture, a GPU can be interpreted as a computer
in its own right. Figure 2.5 shows how the Von Neumann architecture could be extended to include
a graphics processing unit.

Figure 2.5: Modified Von Neumann architecture to include GPU.

GPUs have a lot in common with CPUs, but the very specific workloads envisioned for GPUs
caused them to be very distinctive in one aspect: they are massively parallel in nature. A typical
high end CPU like the Intel Xeon Gold 6132 has a total of 28 floating point execution units,
whereas a NVIDIA GV100 GPU has 320 floating point execution units.
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2.3 Parallelism

Executing the operations of a program in a sequential fashion has long been the norm for
personal computers. However, the drive to create ever faster computers has made it necessary to
exploit parallel execution whenever possible. The de facto standard model for the various forms
of parallel execution is Flynn’s taxonomy.

Flynn’s taxonomy

Flynn’s taxonomy discerns two ways to parallelize executions, multiple data streams and mul-
tiple instruction streams. These two forms of parallelization can be used in conjunction, creating
the four forms of parallel execution described below:

Figure 2.6: Graphical representation of Flynn’s taxonomy, taken from [48].

• SISD: Single Instruction Single Data, no parallelization.

• MISD: Multiple Instruction Single Data, parallelizes execution by dividing complex instruc-
tions into multiple simpler instructions that can be executed sequentially. One way to employ
MISD is known as pipelining [49], which is almost always used in modern processors.

• SIMD: Single Instruction Multiple Data, parallelizes execution by performing the same
operation on multiple data elements at the same time. This technique is very effective if
large amounts of data need to be processed in a very similar fashion, a common requirement
in many numerical algorithms (see chapters 5 and 6). The FMA3 execution units of figure
2.3 make use of SIMD, which is why they are sometimes referred to as vector execution units.

• MIMD: Multiple Instruction Multiple Data, combines both forms of parallelization. MIMD
is achieved by processors that have multiple cores, each containing their own SIMD execution
units. MIMD is the norm for almost all modern computers (see chapter 3).
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2.4 Performance quality descriptions

Computers come in many variations, ranging from server clusters to household appliance con-
trollers. Not all of them are suitable for running numerical algorithms like the ones discussed
in this text. This is mainly due to the fact that a lot of computers do not have the necessary
performance to make them practical choices. Performance of computers cannot be measured by a
single parameter, but requires a whole range. Interpreting the values of those parameters is easier
when they are seen as measures of some form of either throughput or latency.

Throughput

Throughput is a measure of the amount of work performed in a time span, where work can be
any number of things. Most often, the work entails performing instructions or transferring data
from point a to b. When throughput describes the number of operations performed per second, it
is common to call this compute performance. Floating point compute performance is abbreviated
as FLOPS, but other kind of operations like integer operations are often referred to as OPS.

When throughput describes transferring data, it is often referred to as bandwidth. This is a
term originating from the time that many data connections were collections of parallel lanes, form-
ing a ”band”. The ”width” of said band was the amount of lanes, resulting in a direct correlation
between throughput of the connection and the bandwidth, making them interchangeable. This
equivalence has long since been obsolete, but the term is still widely used to indicate throughput
of data transfers.

Table 2.1: Data transfer speed

Kilo bits/sec Mega bits/sec Giga bits/sec Tera bits/sec
Kb/s 1.000 Mb/s 1.000.000 Gb/s 1.000.000.000 Tb/s 1.000.000.000.000
Kib/s 1.024 Mib/s 1.048.576 Gib/s 1.073.741.824 Tib/s 1.099.511.627.776
KB/s 8.000 MB/s 8.000.000 GB/s 8.000.000.000 TB/s 8.000.000.000.000
KiB/s 8.192 MiB/s 8.388.608 GiB/s 8.589.934.592 TiB/s 8.796.093.022.208

Latency

Latency, or access time, is the amount of time that transpires between a request and the first
response to that request. Every operation in a computer has latency, and depending on the type
of operation, can be a significant part of the total time to complete said operation.

Latency is an illusive quantity, because the amount of latency that an operation encounters is
dependent on which operations have come before it. The relation between the type of operation,
the operation history and the resulting amount of latency is very complex and beyond the scope
of this text. Instead, some common operations that typically suffer heavily from latency will be
discussed, along with a few of the methods that can be used to minimize the effects of latency.

Communication latency

Modern computers are complex and highly optimized machines. Most of those optimizations
and increased complexity can be traced back to improvements to the chip manufacturing process.
These improvements allow chips to contain more components and work faster, allowing many of
the subsystems of computers to be consolidated into a few chips. These chips need to communicate
with each other in order to function. The communication pathways between the chips has seen a
lot less development than the chips themselves, making inter-chip communication relatively slow.
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One of the most common operations performed by numerical algorithms is accessing data
presiding in main memory. If the in-flight data of a program is too large, not all of it can be stored
in the cache. The remainder of the data is only available in the DRAM section of main memory,
which is formed by a separate collection of chips. The communication pathways between those
chips and the processor have been optimized for sustained throughput, because the high memory
capacity of DRAM requires a high bandwidth to fill. This optimization for throughput has come
at the expense of latency, which has decreased very little over the years. The following table shows
that DRAM latency has decreased by about 44%, whereas bandwidth has increased with 2666%.

Table showing the evolution of DRAM latency (TRUE LATENCY) and bandwidth (MODULE
SPEED). [Taken from Crucial [110]]

Every time that a section of data presiding in DRAM needs to be accessed, the connection to
the physical location of the data needs to be established. When the amount of data that needs
to be transported from DRAM to the processor is small compared to the bandwidth, the total
transfer time will be dominated by the latency incurred by setting up the connection. Even if the
amount of data that needs to be transferred is not small compared to the bandwidth, latency can
still be a dominating factor if the data is not concurrent in memory. Accessing data that is not
concurrent in memory is sometimes referred to as irregular memory access.

Latency hiding

The effects of DRAM access latency can significantly reduce the runtime efficiency of certain
numerical algorithms. One of the reasons that this form of latency is particularly difficult to deal
with, is that every computer on the market today is roughly equally effected by DRAM access
latency. This means that numerical algorithms that are bottlenecked by this form of latency
will have about the same runtime efficiency on a consumer-grade laptop as on the fastest super
computer. This leaves only programming techniques and algorithm design as options to mitigate
the effects of DRAM access latency.

One of the most powerful ways to combat the effects of latency in general is asynchronous
operation. The basic idea is to provide the processor with other task while it would otherwise be
waiting for the operation with high latency, in effect hiding the latency. Asynchronous operation
is not always possible, and when it is, it can be hard to achieve, requiring specific programming
techniques and algorithm design modifications.
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Chapter 3

Computer hardware design

3.1 Basics of a CPU

Processors, or CPUs, are the ”beating heart” of a computer, and as such, perform many
more tasks than the ones that will be discussed in this text. The focus lies on the floating point
calculation capabilities and the memory subsystems, as well as the interfaces.

The traditional CPU [17] is an integrated circuit that executes the logic, arithmetic, input/out-
put (I/O) and control operations that are prescribed by software running on the computer. As
time passed, many other subsystems of computers got integrated into the processor package (die),
making the functions that the traditional CPU performs only a subset of all the functions that a
modern processor performs.

Modern processor cores are very complex and multifaceted, varying wildly with ISA, microar-
chitecture, intended platform and manufacturer. A discussion about CPUs that would include
all these variations would be impossible, necessitating a confinement. This discussion will try to
be as generic as possible, but the focus lies on an Intel based server CPU of the ”Skylake-SP”
microarchitecture. The Skylake-SP [102] microarchitecture was chosen because it is recent (at the
time of writing), contains some very significant advancements for scientific computing workloads
and is used in a cluster available to the MEFD group at the TU/e.

System on a Chip

Modern processors are best described as a ”System on a Chip” [109], containing many of the
subsystems of a computer:

• Cores

• Memory controller

• Cache

• Interfaces

• Graphics (included in most consumer oriented CPUs)
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Instruction set architecture

An Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) is an abstract model of a computer and contains a
collection of machine instruction definitions [50]. Examples of common ISAs are x86-64, x86 and
ARM, with x86-64 being the most common ISA for CPUs in servers, as well as consumer oriented
computers. An ISA is one of the most important aspects of a CPU, because it forms the link
between software and hardware. ISAs were introduced to make programming software easier,
which could now be written in terms of ISA instructions in stead of low level machine code [53].
This made it possible to execute the same computer program on different computers, without any
modification of the code.

An implementation of an ISA, called a microarchitecture (uarch) [57], is the hardware based
realization of these machine instruction definitions (disregarding microcode [58]). Any specific
uarch can also support extensions to its ISA, common examples are VT-d, AES-NI, SSE4 and
AVX2. These extensions are additions to the abstract computer model of an ISA and contain spe-
cific instructions to accelerate certain tasks of a computer, like AES data encryption, virtualization
and vector mathematics.

Figure 3.1: IBM Power8 microarchitecture block diagram. [Image credit: The Linley Group]

Figure 3.1 shows a block diagram of the IBM Power8 microarchitecture, demonstrating some
of the complexity of modern processors. The elements of this block diagram that are the most
relevant to floating point computations are discussed in section 3.2, but most will be ignored.
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3.2 CPU core

Number of threads

The specifications of a CPU may contain references to the number of threads it ”has”, which
should be interpreted as the maximum amount of threads it can ”execute” at the same time. The
fact that a single CPU core can only execute one thread at a time doesn’t change, even if the CPU
specifications state that it has more (twice) threads then cores. This has to do with a hardware
based technique called simultaneous multithreading [100], which will be discussed later.

Superscalar

CPU cores have many execution units, most also have multiple execution units of the same
type. Keeping all the execution units busy at the same time requires multiple instructions to
be dispatched (one instruction per execution unit) simultaneously. The ability of a CPU core to
dispatch multiple instructions simultaneously is called being superscalar [106], whereas CPUs that
can only dispatch a single instruction are called scalar.

Simultaneous multithreading

Simultaneous multithreading (SMT), also known as Hyper-Threading [46], is a technique aimed
at increasing the utilization of a CPU core. Each physical CPU core represents multiple logical
CPU cores, fully transparent to the Operating System. Every logical CPU core gets their own
thread assignment by the OS, meaning that a single CPU core is tasked with multiple threads. The
amount of logical cores per physical core differs between microarchitectures. The most common is
two logical cores per physical core, but Intel Xeon Phi [121] and IBM POWER9 [78] based designs
have 4 and up to 8 logical cores per physical core.

When a thread (assigned to a CPU core) is unable to assign tasks to every execution unit of
the CPU core, instructions of a different thread assigned to the same CPU core can be dispatched
to the unused execution units. One of the most common culprits for a thread to under-utilize the
execution units, is cache misses. SMT can be very helpful in hiding the latency caused by data
requests that require multiple clock cycles to fulfill.

The performance improvements generated by SMT vary significantly with applications, from
a factor of two down to a performance decrease. SMT has the largest positive effect in situations
where cache-misses are frequent, instruction level parallelism per thread is low and the workloads
of the threads are very heterogeneous. Math routines provided by highly optimized libraries,
generally don’t fall into this category, making SMT less beneficial for High Performance Computing
(HPC) purposes.

See Appendix A for an example of SMT.
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Cache

Quick access to data is critical for the performance of a CPU, making data flow and storage a
major aspect of CPU design. DRAM has a relatively high latency and low bandwidth compared
to the needs of modern CPU cores, which is where cache comes into play [24]. Cache is a storage
subsystem of the CPU and acts like a data buffer. It contains, among other things, copies of
the data that the CPU ”predicts” it will access often or in the near future, reducing the loading
time of that data. The amount of cache placed on the CPU is relatively small, typically about
1:1000, compared to the amount of DRAM placed in a computer. A ”cache-miss” refers to the
situation where data is requested, but not stored in cache, resulting in a much longer loading
time. Avoiding cache-misses is a large part of software (and hardware) optimization and can lead
to very substantial performance improvements.

Cache memory pressure and the ever increasing speed of CPU cores led to the development
of multiple levels of cache. This layered structure has the advantage that it can address both
the memory pressure problem as well as the demand for faster data access, without resulting in
prohibitive costs. The upper most layer of cache, L1, has gotten significantly faster over time, but
did not really increase much in capacity. The lowest level of cache, typically L3, saw the highest
increase in capacity, but is also substantially slower then L1. The development of multi-core
processors created an additional task for cache; inter-core data exchange. Each core has its own
private parts of L1 and L2 cache, whereas L3 cache is shared between the cores. This last level of
cache is the place where data can be shared between the threads running on the different cores.

Cache memory is a lot faster compared to DRAM, because cache is made from SRAM. SRAM
stands for ”Static Random Access Memory”, whereas DRAM stands for ”Dynamic Random Access
Memory”. Each SRAM memory cell requires 6 transistors to store a bit, whereas DRAM requires
only one transistor (and a small capacitor) per bit. The downside of DRAM is that the capacitors
in DRAM memory need to be recharged frequently, causing delays and other problems. This
constant refreshing of the stored data gave rise to the name ”Dynamic”, while ”Static” was used
for SRAM, because it doesn’t need to be refreshed. The extra hardware complexity of SRAM
allows it to be much faster than DRAM, but the extra cost and space requirements on the die of
the CPU also makes it much more expensive.

Registers

Registers are a key component of almost all forms of digital electronics and every kind of
computer uses them extensively. Their exact function and design is hard to describe without
providing much more details than would be required for this report and as such will not be
attempted.

Registers [82] (in this context) are ”fast” data storage elements. They have a capacity in
bits, which is typically referred to as so many bits deep, like for example a 512 bit deep register.
Registers also have a designation, similar to an address with optional sub-addresses. Registers can
serve as an intermediate data storage facility, but some registers have additional functionality as
well. The most important additional functionality in the context of this discussion is that certain
registers act as an interface for execution units, containing the input and output data of said
execution unit.
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FMA3 and advanced vector extensions

The floating point execution units found in modern Intel CPU cores are based on FMA3. These
FMA based units are capable of three different operations:

• a = a · c+ b

• a = b · a+ c a, b, c are separate register addresses

• a = b · c+ a

The Skylake-SP uarch contains two AVX-512 execution units, with 512 bit deep registers.
Each AVX-512 unit contains 8 FMA sub-units for ”double” floating-point numbers and 16 FMA3
sub-units for ”single” floating-point numbers. These AVX-512 execution units form the hardware
layer of the AVX-512 ISA extension [13].

The Haswell [45] and Broadwell [16] uarch contain two AVX2 execution units, with 256 bit
deep registers. Each AVX2 unit contains 4 FMA3 sub-units for ”double” floating-point numbers
and 8 FMA3 sub-units for ”single” floating-point numbers. These AVX2 execution units form the
hardware layer of the AVX2 ISA extension [3].

Figure 3.2: Evolution of Intel SIMD extensions. [Image credit: Intel]

Figure 3.2 shows how the floating point execution unit has evolved. The first thing to note is
that the ISA extensions are backwards compatible, meaning that AVX2 instructions are executed
by the AVX-512 execution units in the Skylake uarch. The second thing to note is that FMA3 is
supported by AVX2 and newer, regular AVX employs separate MULTIPLY and ADD instructions.
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Operating frequency

The (high level) building blocks of digital circuits are called logic gates, which are hardware
implementations of Boolean operations. These logic gates are combined in intricate ways to provide
more high level functionality, like a FMA3 operation on floating-point data. Synchronization of
the logic gates is key for their operation, which is where the clock signal comes into play [19].

The clock signal of the CPU core is a square wave signal, switching between high and low
(logical ”on” and ”off”). The rising and falling edges of this square wave are the ”timing” signals
for the logic gates to evaluate their input. The frequency of this timing signal is called the operating
frequency or clock frequency of the CPU core. The operating frequency of a CPU core is directly
linked to the throughput of micro-operations [56], making it a key factor in the performance of a
CPU.

Turbo frequencies

Almost all modern CPUs employ some sort of dynamic operating frequency control, allowing
the operating frequency of various parts of the CPU to go up or down in conjunction with demand
and thermal headroom. Dynamic scaling of the operating frequencies took a flight when mobile
devices became more popular, requiring momentary high performance and long battery life. The
basic idea behind these techniques is that a relatively high operating frequency can be achieved for
a short duration of time. This increases performance for workloads that can be completed within
the time frame of the elevated operating frequency, but doesn’t significantly increase the overall
heat production and power consumption of the CPU. The turbo boost technology of modern CPUs
is too complex to discuss in great detail in this text, but a few important aspects pertaining to
floating point performance will be explained.

Specifications of the turbo frequencies are very important to the performance of a CPU, but
are often reduced to a single number, masking the complete story for marketing purposes. Turbo
frequencies scale down according to the workload type (normal, AVX2 and AVX512) and the
amount of active cores. AVX512 workloads produce the most heat and highest power consumption
because their execution units contain the most transistors, AVX2 execution units require less power
and normal (non floating-point) workloads even less than that.

A more detailed specification of the turbo frequencies of an Intel Xeon Gold 6132 CPU will
be provided as an example. Intel Ark based information on the Xeon Gold 6132 specifies a base
frequency of 2.6 GHz and a maximum turbo boost of 3.7 GHz [51]. WikiChip provides more details
on the frequencies section of the Xeon Gold 6132 [120]. The highest floating-point performance
of the Xeon Gold 6132 is achieved when all cores are utilizing their AVX-512 execution units.
The maximum turbo frequency of this workload is 2.3 GHz, which is about 40% lower than the
maximum frequency (3.7 GHz) provided by Intel Ark.
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3.3 CPU interfaces

One of the most significant advancements of CPU design has been the integration of interfaces
onto the CPU package. This allows for higher bandwidth and lower latency because fewer signals
have to pass over printed circuit board traces.

Memory controller

The memory controller is the connecting element between the CPU cores and DRAM memory.
Many scientific computing workloads have data sets that don’t fit in the cache of the CPU, forcing
extensive usage of DRAM memory. These kinds of workloads usually benefit heavily from high
bandwidth and low latency main memory, making the memory controller crucial for performance.
Modern memory controllers are very complex pieces of engineering and explaining their operation
is beyond the scope of this text, which will focus on their features instead.

One of the most distinguishing aspects of a memory controller is the amount of memory
channels it supports [59]. A memory channel is a 64-bit wide interface to a cluster of DRAM
chips, usually located on a DIMM [31]. The peak bandwidth can be increased by allowing parallel
access to multiple memory channels, making dual channel memory twice as fast as single channel
memory, while latency remains unaffected. Typical consumer computer CPUs have an integrated
memory controller capable of dual channel, whereas the Intel Skylake-SP chips contain two memory
controllers, each supporting triple channel for an effective 6 channel memory system.

A second important aspect of a memory controller/system is support for Error Correcting Code
(ECC), which is a technique to detect and correct certain memory errors [32]. The information
stored in a memory cell can get corrupted by a faulty power supply or interaction with solar
radiation, resulting in a ”bit flip”. ECC capable memory stores additional bits of parity data
to detect and (when possible) repair these corruptions. Bit flips are not very common and most
consumer applications don’t suffer terribly when they encounter one (system may crash), but bit
flips in sensitive, long running and expensive simulations are much more problematic. That is why
ECC is almost always employed in servers, despite its drawbacks (higher cost and latency).

PCI-express

PCI-express (PCIe) is the dominant interconnecting interface for computer components [75].
Basically everything other then DRAM is connected to the CPU via (a derived form of) PCIe,
making it a very important element of a computer. PCIe is a serial interconnection, introduced
to replace PCI(-X) [22] and AGP [1]. The PCIe standard has seen multiple revisions (backwards
compatible) over the years since its introduction, improving (among other things); bandwidth,
power delivery, error correcting overhead and features. The most common implementation of the
standard (at the time of writing) is version 3.x.
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PCIe links consist of lanes, each lane having four physical connections. Two connections for a
differential read signal and the other two for a differential write signal, amounting to a full-duplex
connection. A PCIe link to a device may be a grouping of multiple lanes, ranging from one to 32
lanes per link (x1, x2, x4, x8, x16, x32). GPUs are commonly connected using a x16 link. Figure
3.3 shows what some of the common PCIe connectors look like.

Figure 3.3: PCIe connectors, the top and bottom slots are x16 connectors, the second from above
is an x1 connector and the second from below is an x4 connector, image taken from [76].

The bandwidth of a PCIe v3 x1 link is specified using Giga Transfers per second (GT/s), which
specifies the amount of bits that can be transferred from the host to the client or vice versa. The
PCIe v3 standard uses 128b/130b encoding for error correcting purposes, meaning that for every
130 bits transmitted, only 128 bits contain data and the remaining two bits contain a form of
parity data. This means that a PCIe v3 x1 link of 8 GT/s has a bandwidth of 985 MB/s (8000 x
(128/130) x (1/8) = 984.62) and a x16 link has a bandwidth of 15.75 GB/s.
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3.4 Basics of a GPU

GPUs are responsible for controlling the image on the screen of a computer. Additionally, they
have taken over quite a lot of tasks from the CPU. They perform most of the calculations that
are required for computer graphics and video encoding/decoding.

Most modern CPUs include a GPU in the die (see chapter 3.1). These integrated GPUs are
adequate for many purposes, but lack the performance required for more demanding applications,
like video gaming, content creation and CAD. Dedicated (external) GPUs are generally much more
powerful than integrated GPUs and can be connected to the CPU via PCIe. An example of such
a dedicated GPU is shown in figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: A view of a dedicated GPU (without cooler). The exposed pins at the bottom form
the PCIe connector, above which is the GPU chip. The eight black chips surrounding the GPU
chip are DRAM chips and as such are the memory unit of the GPU. Located at the left are the
display connectors and the right of the card is populated with power supply components. Image
taken from [85].

This text will focus on dedicated GPUs, as integrated GPUs are rarely a viable option (outside of
embedded) for GPGPU purposes since they lack the required performance.
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System on a Chip

Like modern CPUs, GPUs can also be described as systems on a chip, or SoC. They contain
many of the same subsystems as CPUs:

• Cores

• Memory controller

• Cache

• Interfaces

• Video engine

Their functions don’t differ much from their CPU counterparts, other than the fact that they
are optimized for their graphics related workloads and the fact that the cores are not of the general
purpose kind.

ISA and IR

The instruction set architecture of a CPU is one of its most defining aspects. The concept of an
ISA was introduced to aid in the quest for code portability. The next step towards achieving code
portability is the process virtual machine [81], sometimes referred to as a runtime environment.
The best known example of a process virtual machine is the Java Virtual Machine, also know as
JVM or JRE. A process virtual machine is a piece of software that acts as a translation between
the OS/ISA and the process virtual machine target code, like shown in figure 3.5. All applications
that are written (exclusively) in the virtual machine target code can run correctly on all platforms
that have the process virtual machine available.

Figure 3.5: Diagram of a process virtual machine, image taken from [62].

A GPU driver is at some level very comparable to a process virtual machine. It is a piece
of software that acts as a translation layer between the hardware of the GPU and the code it
receives. Because the GPU driver needs to support a plethora of APIs [7], GPU manufacturers
generally resort to a solution that contains an intermediate representation (IR). This means that
the driver contains various software libraries that map the commands of an API to the IR and a
piece of software that translates the IR to machine instructions. Code written in this IR language
will run on all systems that contain the IR to machine code translator, just as code compiled for
a specific ISA will run on all the hardware that conforms to this ISA.
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Microarchitecture and extensions

Extending the functionality of a CPU involves ISA extensions, like AVX2. Extending the
functionality of a GPU is achieved somewhat differently, because backwards compatibility can
largely be provided by the IR to machine instructions translator software. However, exposing
new hardware functionalities to the user sometimes requires additions to the IR language. These
additions come in the form of new versions of the IR, which are generally backwards compatible.

NVIDIA and CUDA

There are many vendors of GPUs, most of which have products capable of some sort of compute
support via OpenCL [72]. OpenCL stands for Open Compute Language and is a fully open source
and portable framework for compute on CPUs and GPUs. The main competitor of OpenCL is
CUDA [26], which is proprietary to NVIDIA.

CUDA is somewhat older than OpenCL and had a mature implementation before OpenCL,
allowing CUDA to develop a head start with respect to the development of a GPGPU compute
ecosystem. Combined with the very large dedicated graphics card market share of NVIDIA, results
in CUDA being a dominant force in the GPGPU compute world. The most obvious disadvantage
of this situation is vendor lock-in in NVIDIA’s favor.

Many of the topics that will be discussed are manufacturer agnostic, but certain aspects like
hardware design specifics and programming models are manufacturer specific. This text will try
to be as generic as possible, but uses NVIDIA products as a baseline.

NVIDIA Volta

Maintaining backwards compatibility in software is a lot more flexible than in hardware, which
is one of the reasons that succeeding microarchitectures of GPUs can vary rather wildly in design.
This makes it prudent to select a specific microarchitecture for the remainder of this text, namely
NVIDIA Volta [118].

The NVIDIA Volta microarchitecture is developed specifically for GPGPU purposes, and as
such is (almost) exclusively used by various incarnations of the Tesla V100 card. It is capable
of unrestricted half and double precision floating point operations, has special ”tensor” cores and
very high memory bandwidth. These features are unavailable to most other NVIDIA consumer-
grade GPUs (at the time of writing) and are very important to achieving high performance in
various GPGPU applications.
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3.5 GPU core

NVIDIA GPU cores are called streaming multiprocessors, or SM for short. They represent
the lowest hardware level of a GPU that can operate independently, which makes them very
comparable to a core of a CPU.

Figure 3.6: Block diagram of a streaming multiprocessor of the Volta uarch. [Taken from the
NVIDIA Volta architecture whitepaper [65]]

Superscalar

CPUs are said to be superscalar if they can process more than one instruction per clock tic.
GPU cores also have superscalar capabilities. Each SM from the Volta generation is divided into
four processing blocks, each of which has its own instruction dispatcher and set of execution units.
This means that a single SM can process up to four instruction streams at the same time, compared
to a single thread (disregarding SMT) for CPU cores.
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SMT and latency

GPUs are massively parallel, high throughput and high latency devices. As a result, a lot of
effort involved in GPU design is centered around latency hiding techniques. CPUs aim to reduce
latency with extensive caching algorithms, hoping that the data is in fast cache when it is required.
GPU designs optimize for throughput rather than latency, and as such will always have to deal
with significant latency. Their approach only hides the effects of latency, without actually reducing
it.

Context switching, provided by simultaneous multi threading (SMT), is a very effective latency
hiding technique. The operation of SMT is not inherently different on a GPU compared to a CPU,
but it is employed on a much grander scale. Typical consumer CPUs will provide SMT that makes
fast context switching between two threads possible, whereas NVIDIA GPU cores can have as many
as 64 instruction streams in flight at the same time. Increasing the number of tracked contexts
from two to 64 dramatically improves the odds that at least one of the contexts is not waiting for
data, enhancing SMTs capabilities as a latency hiding technique.

CUDA cores and execution units

Marketing documentation and microarchitecture whitepapers provided by NVIDIA often state
the amount of CUDA cores that a particular GPU or SM contains. The nomenclature is a bit
misleading, because CUDA cores are very different from GPU cores. More generally, NVIDIA very
rarely provides much implementation details, referring to abstract concepts like CUDA cores and
threads for their description of the hardware, rather than conventional ”physical” concepts like
SIMD lane and SIMD lane instruction. This makes it difficult to analyze the hardware, requiring
educated guesses to fill the gaps in the documentation.

One such gap in the documentation of NVIDIA is the partitioning of execution units within
a processing block of a streaming multiprocessor. It may be that the equivalent SIMD lanes
are all part of the same execution unit, but it could also be possible that they are divided over
multiple execution units. The implication of such a division would be increased flexibility, because
multiple instructions could be processed simultaneously. Addressing the situation specifically for
the Volta SM, my educated guess would be that all the equivalent SIMD lanes belong to the same
execution unit. Assuming that this guess is correct, the following Volta SM description would be
(reasonably) accurate:

• Four processing blocks per SM.

• One FP64 execution unit with 8 SIMD lanes (512 bit registers) capable of FMA per pro-
cessing block.

• One FP32 execution unit with 16 SIMD lanes (512 bit registers) capable of FMA per pro-
cessing block.

• One INT32 execution unit with 16 SIMD lanes (512 bit registers) per processing block.

• Two ”tensor” execution units with 4 SIMD lanes per unit per processing block.

This list excludes many elements, but includes the most relevant parts to floating point mathem-
atics.
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Execution unit limitations

Even though modern GPUs are capable of running GPGPU applications, they are not as
flexible as CPUs. A lot of this is due to the high level architecture of GPUs, but some limitations
are a direct consequence of low level functionality. Case in point being the less flexible execution
units. It should be noted that this generally holds true for most GPUs, but the details provided
in this text focus on the NVIDIA Volta microarchitecture.

Some of the most obvious limitations are centered around FP16 and FP64 capabilities. Con-
sumer GPUs from NVIDIA have significantly reduced FP16/FP64 performance compared to their
GPGPU oriented counterparts. Reduced performance in those areas doesn’t hurt the intended
workflow, but aids in market segmentation. The much reduced FP16/FP64 capabilities are only
in place to provide compatibility.

NVIDIA uses two different kinds of FP32 execution units. The most common one is related to
the CUDA core and exclusive to the consumer level GPUs, whereas the GPGPU products contain
the other kind of FP32 execution units. Both of these provide FP16 capabilities, but do so in very
different ways. The ”GPGPU FP32 units” use a technique called SWAR [107] to perform two
FP16 operations per SIMD lane. The resulting FP16 performance is thus double that of FP32.
Ever since the Pascal microarchitecture, ”consumer FP32 units” have a single SIMD lane that
behaves like the ”GPGPU FP32 units”, all the other SIMD lanes lack the SWAR capabilities,
resulting in said reduced performance.

As a relatively recent development, FP32 execution units are no longer responsible for INT32
operations. Microarchitectures prior to NVIDIA Volta had FP32 execution units that provided
INT32 support, thus lacking any dedicated INT32 execution units. The benefit of this approach
is that the silicon real-estate that INT32 execution units occupy can be used for more FP32
SIMD lanes. The disadvantages are that each FP32 SIMD lane requires more silicon real-estate
to accommodate the INT32 capabilities, but more important is the fact that pointer arithmetic
cannot be processed in parallel with the floating point arithmetic, which is a disadvantage for
GPGPU applications.

The FP64 capabilities are extremely poorly documented by NVIDIA. Consumer oriented GPUs
have FP64 capabilities, but no implementation information has been released by NVIDIA since
the Kepler microarchitecture. It is reasonable to assume that some form of hardware is responsible
for FP64 calculations on consumer GPUs, but this has not been verified. The documentation is
a lot better for the GPGPU oriented products, but still far from satisfactory. The biggest gap
in the FP64 documentation is that it is indicated that the FP64 execution units cannot execute
instructions in conjunction with other execution units, but no explanation or any details are
provided. My guess would be that the power consumption of the FP64 hardware is too high to
allow for the power draw of other execution units within the power/thermal budget.

Operating frequency

The operating frequency of GPUs is a lot lower than that of CPUs. The driving force behind the
very high operating frequency of CPUs is single thread performance, which is much less important
for GPUs. It is therefor more efficient to use a lower clock frequency, causing a much reduced
power consumption per GPU core, facilitating more cores within the same power budget. GPUs
also support a turbo frequency, allowing for a short term increase in the power budget, very similar
to CPU turbo.
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3.6 GPU interfaces

GPUs have many interfaces, but most of them have to do with display functionality, making
them irrelevant to GPGPU applications. The most important interfaces are those between the
GPU memory and the CPU memory, which come in the form of either PCI-e or NVLink [68]
(proprietary to NVIDIA).

Memory

GPUs are massively parallel, high throughput devices. This means that they are (in principle)
very well suited for the needs of scientific computing, where a small set of operations needs to
be applied to a large set of data. These type of workloads have significant implications for the
memory subsystem of a GPU, mainly because it needs to have a lot of high bandwidth memory
in order to prevent data starvation of the execution units.

CPUs also benefit from very high bandwidth memory, but require far less of it to prevent
data starvation, caused mostly by the high ratio of operations per unit of data for the intended
workload of CPUs. This made it feasible to have a small quantity of very fast memory, both in
terms of bandwidth and latency, which is called cache. The second tier of the memory subsystem
provides a lot of capacity at the cost of bandwidth and latency, having in effect a hybrid memory
subsystem.

Such a hybrid approach is far less valuable for GPUs, because a cache that would prevent data
starvation to a satisfactory degree would be far too large to be feasible. The only remaining option
is to create a memory subsystem that mainly consists of a lot of very high bandwidth memory,
sacrificing latency and to some extend capacity to remain acceptable in terms of costs.

DRAM type and memory controller

Because the design criteria of GPU memory are very different from those of CPU memory, the
type of DRAM used is also generally very different. Typical GPU DRAM is of the GDDR type,
with common variants (at the time of writing) being; GDDR5, GDDR5X and GDDR6. GDDR is
based on conventional DDR memory, which is employed for CPUs, with the main difference that
the amount of bits transferred per clock-tick is a lot higher, at the expense of latency.

The second type of DRAM used on GPUs is called High Bandwidth Memory (HBM), with
the most common variant at the moment being HBM2. It represents a sizable departure from
conventional DDR and GDDR, which allows it to achieve much higher bandwidth and somewhat
lower latency then GDDR. The downside of HBM is that it is a lot more expensive, causing it
to only be employed in GPUs aimed at the top end of the market. As an example, the NVIDIA
Tesla V100 is available with up to 32GB of HBM2 memory, whereas the one tier down NVIDIA
RTX 2080ti is only available with 11GB of GDDR6 memory.

The memory controllers of GPUs are also different from those of CPUs, but those technical
details have very little effect on algorithm design criteria. It suffices to say that they generally
employ much more memory channels than their CPU counterparts. 8 channels or more are not
uncommon for consumer-grade GPUs, even going as high as 12 in the NVIDIA RTX 2080ti. The
NVIDIA Tesla V100 only uses 8 channels to communicate with the four HBM2 memory stacks
it has on board, but still manages to generously outperform the RTX 2080ti. The RTX 2080 ti
delivers 616.0 GB/s and the V100 reaches 897.0 GB/s.
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Chapter 4

Parallel programming

The translation of numerical algorithms to instruction streams and data streams is a very
complicated process, much of which is beyond the scope of this text. Certain aspects need to be
discussed, because they are fundamental to enabling parallelization, making them important for
understanding the runtime efficiency of numerical algorithms.

The current approach to programming is to write text files (code) in a high level programming
language, like C/C++, Python and Matlab to name a few. These text files define the operation of
the computer program, which is subsequently constructed by a compiler. The compiler is respons-
ible for the translation of the high level operations defined by the programmer into instruction
streams and data streams that can be executed by the processor.

Automatic parallelization

Modern compilers are capable of generating parallel instructions without the intervention of the
programmer through mechanisms that can be classified as compiler optimizations, most notable
of which is automatic vectorization [12]. On top of that, the control unit of modern processors
have also become very sophisticated, allowing it to queue instructions in such a way that they are
executed in parallel.

4.1 Programming models

Achieving more efficiently parallelized computer programs requires the programmer to modify
the code. Many tools have been developed to assist the programmer in this process, among which
are parallel programming models. A programming model is software that can be employed by the
programmer to manipulate the execution model [35] of the programming language for which it is
used. As such, programming models can be thought of as extensions to the base programming
language. Parallel programming models allows the programmer to divide the work of the computer
program among the available cores and their execution units.

Some of the most prolific parallel programming models for CPUs are: MPI [70], openMP [73],
TBB [112], pthreads [77] and openACC [71]. The two standard GPU programming models are
openCL and CUDA, but SYCL [108] and openACC also have GPU execution models.
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SPMD

SPMD (single program multiple data) is a parallel programming technique that provides a
uniform way to distribute the workload of a program among the available cores and execution
units, making it very suitable for MIMD based hardware (see chapter 2.3). CUDA and openCL
are both based on SPMD, although NVIDIA refers to it as SIMT [101] (single instruction, multiple
threads). Compared to other parallel programming techniques, no distinction is made between
dividing the work among the processor cores and the SIMD lanes of the execution units, greatly
reducing the complexity of the code.

SPMD centers around the concept of a relatively simple and data independent program that
is applied to a large quantity of small data sets. An SPMD program is called a kernel [21] in a
compute setting. The effort of dividing the workload among the different cores and SIMD lanes
of the execution units is mostly handled by the programming model. This high level of automatic
parallelization is possible due to the inherent data independence of the kernel, which is why it can
be classified as a transformation rather than an optimization.

As an example, consider the SPMD model for a matrix-matrix multiplicationAB = C. Element
C(i, j) is independent of every other element of C, meaning that every C(i, j) can be calculated
independently from each other. A simple kernel to construct matrix C would thus be:

A and B ∈ Rn×n :
1 : for i = 1 : n
2 : for j = 1 : n
3 : C(i, j) =

∑n
k=1A(i, k)B(k, j)

4 : end
5 : end

The actual kernel is defined at line 3. Each instance of the kernel executes n FMA3 (see chapter
3.2) operations in a sequential fashion, forming a single instruction stream. Every SIMD lane of
every execution unit of every core of the processor is assigned one of the n2 instruction streams.
This way, all the resources of the processor are occupied and maximum parallelization is achieved,
as long as n is large enough.

GPU programming models

GPU programming models are somewhat different than generic SPMD based parallel program-
ming models. Many of their concepts are the same, but GPUs have a more layered instruction
stream hierarchy than CPUs, as can be seen in figure 4.1. A lot of these details are hidden from
the programmer, but some of them are the responsibility of the programmer and can influence the
performance and parallelization of the numerical algorithm to a high degree. The most important
aspects of the execution model of GPUs are discussed in the following chapter.
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4.2 CUDA

CUDA is a collection of tools and hardware specifically designed for GPGPU purposes. It
has been developed by NVIDIA and as such requires NVIDIA GPUs to function. The CUDA
programming model is implemented using the so called NVCC compiler and CUDA Runtime
library. In addition, many additional GPGPU libraries are provided by CUDA, focusing on video-
processing, math routines and deep learning applications to name a few.

Some of the nomenclature in the discussion of the CUDA programming model is manufacturer
specific, but the underlying concepts are usually present in the other GPU programming models
like openCL. This text will adhere to the names as they are presented in the documentation of
NVIDIA PTX [74], but the names of the equivalent concepts within OpenCL will be be provided
for convenience. Furthermore, it is assumed that the code constructed by the programmer is in
the CUDA language, not in the intermediate representation.

Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the execution model of CUDA. [Taken from the NVIDIA PTX
documentation [74]]

Host and device

One of the most important aspects of the GPU programming models is the distinction between
host and device. GPGPU applications contain two parts, sections that run on the host (CPU)
and sections that run on the device (GPU). This is important because they both have their own
and exclusive memory pool. The GPU is unable to execute instructions on data that is stored
on the host memory and the CPU is unable to execute instructions on data that is stored on the
device memory. This necessitates transferring data between host and device.

Transferring data to and from the device is a time consuming operation and can easily become
a bottleneck for the performance of the application. In an effort to reduce the data transfers to an
absolute minimum, management of the data location can be controlled by the programmer, even
though automatic memory allocation is also available for CUDA.

OpenCL: ”host device” is equivalent to ”host” and ”compute device” is equivalent to ”device”.
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Threads and warps

A thread in the traditional CPU context is a chain of instructions that can operate on one
or more data streams, where multiple data streams are processed in parallel using the SIMD
mechanism. The instructions in the thread represent the workload of the execution units in the
CPU. A SIMT thread is different because it represents the workload of a single SIMD lane of an
execution unit, that is why a SIMT thread is sometimes referred to as a SIMD lane instruction
stream.

The advantage of SIMT threads is that they are relatively intuitive, because they represent
the workings of the compute kernel at the data stream level. However, they have the disadvantage
that they do not have a simple mapping to the hardware that is supposed to execute them. This
mapping of the threads to the real hardware instructions mostly comes down to grouping them,
such that a single group contains threads with compatible instruction sequences. This grouping of
threads serves to fill the deep registers of the execution units. A single group of threads is called
a warp.

The toolchain is responsible for grouping the threads into warps, which reduces the workload
of the programmer. The downside of this loss of explicit control is that threads that contain data
dependent diverging control flow patterns, like ”if else” blocks, might be grouped together in a
single warp. This means that various subsections of the same warp have to perform different
instructions, which is against the intended operation of warps. This problem is circumvented by
applying a mask to the threads of a warp, defining if a thread is active or not. This ensures that all
the active threads of the warp perform the same instruction, with the various differing subsections
of the warp masked consecutively.

OpenCL: ”work item” is equivalent to ”thread” and ”wavefront” is equivalent to ”warp”.

Figure 4.2: Block diagram of threads and warps (thread blocks). [Taken from the NVIDIA PTX
documentation [74]]
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Thread hierarchy

GPGPU applications can generate massive amounts of threads, making it imperative to have
some sort of hierarchy to these threads. The hierarchy that the GPU programming model provides
aims to aid in two tasks:

• Algorithm design

• Hardware resource allocation

One of the most important features available to the algorithm design process is thread identi-
fication. Each thread has a unique (local) identifier in the form of a tuple of (non-negative) integer
values, with a single tuple containing at most three elements. The amount of elements that a tuple
contains can be controlled by the programmer and represents the ”dimension”, mimicking dimen-
sions encountered in the underlying physics or mathematics problem that the algorithms tries to
model. Even though this thread identifier appears to be very similar to a coordinate system, it
differs significantly because the threads are not an ordered set. In a one dimensional setting, this
would mean that the thread with identifier ”(1)” does not need to be adjacent to thread ”(2)”,
making it impossible to rely on an ordering in the algorithm design.

Hardware resource allocation is the second mayor aspect of the thread hierarchy, which is
where blocks and grids come into play. Their main purpose is to allocate threads to the hardware
constrained partitioning of the device memory pool.

Blocks and grids

Grids are the highest level of the thread hierarchy, and as such represent the highest level of
memory pool partitioning. The massively parallel nature of GPGPU applications allows many
of them to efficiently employ multiple GPUs, which requires a method to divide the workload.
Grids fill this need by assigning the threads generated by the kernel to a grid, one for each GPU
(memory pool) in the system.

Blocks, or cooperative thread arrays (CTA) as the PTX documentation calls them, represent
the second level of thread hierarchy and serve to divide the resources of a single GPU. Blocks
containing threads are assigned (at runtime) to an available resource slot, which corresponds to
an idle GPU core. If multiple blocks are assigned to the same core, they are executed using a time
slicing strategy.

Each core of a GPU has a modest amount of local memory, which can be accessed by the
threads running on that particular core, but are inaccessible to threads that run on a different
core. This per core shared memory can, among other things, be used to communicate between
threads. such a local communication path is a lot faster than communication via the (global) GPU
memory, making it paramount to assign threads that need to communicate to each other to the
same block.

The threads contained in a grid are assigned to a number of blocks. Each block has a unique
identifier, which like threads consists of a tuple of (non-negative) integer values with at most three
elements. This means that the global thread identification contains at most 7 values; one for
the grid identifier, at most three for the block identifier and at most three for the local thread
identifier. The division of threads among the blocks of a single grid is not a responsibility of the
programmer, as he/she only has implicit control.

OpenCL: ”work group” is equivalent to ”block” and ”NDRange” is equivalent to ”grid”.
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Chapter 5

Generalized minimum residual
iterative solver

This chapter describes the generalized minimum residual iterative solver (GMRES) and ex-
plains the reasoning behind the algorithm. The presented concepts and mathematical details aim
to illustrate the strengths and weaknesses of GMRES, while also forming the basis for the runtime
efficiency and parallelizability analysis found in chapter 7.

5.1 Projection methods

We are interested in finding a solution x to the linear system of equations

Ax = b,

A : Rn → Rn.
(5.1)

The solution x exists when A is nonsingular, but is generally hard to find if n is very large.
Assuming that an approximation of x is sufficient, it could be advantageous to construct an
approximately equivalent system of linear equations that consists of m equations and m unknowns,
which is easier to solve than the original problem if m � n. Projection methods can be used to
achieve this reduction of the number of dimensions.

Projection methods [87] transform linear systems of equations to a new problem. Solutions
to this new problem should approximate the solution of the linear system of equations. Let A
and b be defined according to (5.1). The general description of a projection method problem is as
follows:

Find x̃ ∈ K, such that b−Ax̃ ⊥ L
K a subspace of the domain of A

L a subspace of the range of A

(5.2)

As A is non-singular, both the domain and range of A are Rn. Well-posedness of (5.2) can
only be guaranteed if certain restriction on subspaces K and L are imposed. For example, L = Rn
only has a solution if x ∈ K.
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Well-posedness

The well-posedness of problem (5.2) requires that a solution exists and that the best approx-
imation found in the set of solutions to problem (5.2) is unique. The scope of this text does
not include a general well-posedness analysis for arbitrary K and L, but does provide a proof of
well-posedness of (5.2) for the following choices of K and L:

• K = Km a subspace of Rn with dimension m (m ≤ n).

• L = AKm

Well-posedness is proven by showing that K = Km and L = AKm make (5.2) equivalent to a
minimization problem, of which well-posedness is known.

Minimization problem

In order to show that K = Km and L = AKm generate a minimization problem, the first step
is to derive the m×m linear system of equations that results from (5.2). Let r be defined as:

Ax̃− b = r with r ⊥ AKm

Note that the following holds:

r ⊥ AKm ⇒ r ⊥ αiAvi ∀αi ∈ R and ∀i ∈ [1, ...,m]

Which is equivalent to:

(r, αiAvi) = 0 ∀αi ∈ R and ∀i ∈ [1, ...,m]

(AVmy − b, Avi) = 0 ∀i ∈ [1, ...,m]

(Avi)
TAVmy − (Avi)

T b = 0 ∀i ∈ [1, ...,m]

Resulting in the following linear system, containing m equations and m unknowns:

V TmA
TAVmym = V TmA

T b (5.3)

The next step of the proof shows that (5.3) is the linear least squares formulation of the following
minimization problem:

ym = argminy‖AVmy − b‖2 ym ∈ Rm,
x̃ = Vmym, with Vm = [v1, v2, ..., vm].

(5.4)

The derivation of the linear least squares formulation of (5.4) goes as follows:

‖AVmy − b‖22 = (AVmy − b)T (AVmy − b) =

yTV TmA
TAVmy − 2bTAVmy + bT b

Next, taking the derivative and equating to zero:

d

dy
(yTV TmA

TAVmy − 2bTAVmy + bT b) = 0

2V TmA
TAVmy − 2bTAVm = 0

V TmA
TAVmym = V TmA

T b

Concluding the proof that (5.4) is equivalent to (5.2) with K = Km and L = AKm.
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5.2 Constructing the search space

The minimization problem (5.4) originating from the projection method reduces the dimension
of the vector space of possible solutions from n to m. Finding a solution to this problem with
only m degrees of freedom is a lot easier if m << n, but said solution is only sufficiently accurate
if the distance of x to Km is small enough. This means that getting an acceptable approximation
to x requires finding a suitable Km.

Initial guess

Plenty of applications require solving many systems of equations, each being only slightly
different than the others. An example would be a non stationary physics simulation with small
time steps. These situations would benefit greatly if the information provided by the solution to
the previous system of equations could be used to find the solution of the subsequent system of
equations. The most obvious way to achieve that is by altering (5.1) to include the initial guess
x0:

r0 = Ax0 − b
Ad = r0

x = x0 − d
(5.5)

The problem (5.5) is of the same canonical form as (5.1) and can thus be solved using the same
methods. That is why the remainder of this text does not make the distinction between Ax = b
and Ad = r0.

Eigenvectors

The search space for solutions to problem (5.2) can be any subspace of Rn, but selecting a
random subspace of Rn does not guarantee that the distance of x to Km is sufficiently small for
m << n. Using information about the operator A can be very useful in enhancing Km. Note the
following relation:

r = Ax̃− b = A(x̃− x)

Since A is non-defective, the residual r must be a linear combination of eigenvectors of A. This
means that small perturbations of x̃ in the directions of eigenvectors with large eigenvalues have
a relatively strong effect on r. Minimizing the residual is thus most effective if the eigenvectors
with large eigenvalues are included in the search space.

Power iteration and Krylov subspace

Even though the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A are generally not known, many algorithms
exist that can efficiently approximate the largest eigenvalue/eigenvector combination. The al-
gorithm that works on the broadest class of matrices and requires the least amount of memory is
the power iteration [15].

The power iteration only requires A to be square, because A is applied k times to a random
vector y. If k is sufficiently large and y 6⊥ umax, the following holds:

umax ≈ u =
Aky

‖Aky‖2
λmax ≈

‖Aky‖2
‖Ak−1y‖2

Where the largest eigenvalue/eigenvector combination is λmax and umax.
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The disadvantage of the power iteration method is that it can be slow to converge, especially if
some of the largest eigenvalues are similar in value. This causes u to have significant components in
the directions of those other eigenvectors. While this behaviour is sub optimal for finding only the
largest eigenvalue/eigenvector combination, it can be an advantageous property for an algorithm
constructing the search space Km. Krylov subspaces leverage this property and are defined as
follows:

Kr(M, z) = span(z,Mz,M2z, ...,Mr−1z)

Kr(M, z) constitutes a subspace of Rn with dimension r as long as M is non-singular and z
is not an eigenvector of M . The similarities to the power iteration are apparent and thus shares
many of its properties. If r is sufficiently large, Kr(M, z) contains a subspace that resembles the
subspace spanned by the eigenvectors associated with the largest eigenvalues of M .

It should be noted that the choice of vector z still has to be made. Any vector could work,
as long as it is not perpendicular to the eigenvectors with large eigenvalues, but a vector with
relatively large components in those directions would be ideal. Assuming that the initial guess x0
is not sufficiently accurate to function as an approximate solution, the residual associated with x0
is large. It is thus reasonable to assume that r0 has significant components in the direction of the
eigenvectors with large eigenvalues, making it a good candidate for z.

Orthogonalization

The final aspect of constructing a search space is generating a matrix Vm = [v1, v2, ..., vm],
where vi are the basis vectors of the search space. The easiest choice would be:

Vm = [r0, Ar0, A
2r0, ..., A

m−1r0] (5.6)

Using (5.6) for the basis of the search space is a valid option. However, the problem with this
particular choice for Vm is that the basis vectors could be close to linearly dependent, which is
problematic when solving the linear system of equations defined by (5.3).

κ(V TmA
TAVm) =

‖V TmATAVm‖‖(V TmATAVm)−1‖ ≤
κ(V Tm )κ(Vm)κ(ATA)

(5.7)

Equation (5.7) shows that the condition number of V TmA
TAVm is reduced or unaffected com-

pared to that of ATA when κ(V Tm ) and κ(Vm) are equal to one. This is the case when v1, v2, ..., vm
are orthonormal, which can be achieved by orthogonalizing [r0, Ar0, A

2r0, ..., A
m−1r0].

The classical way of orthogonalizing a set of vectors w1, w2, ..., wl is to apply the Gram-Schmidt
algorithm [14], with the classical variant defined as follows:

qj = wj −
j−1∑
i=1

(wj , qi)

(qi, qi)
qi (5.8)

Equation (5.8) can be used in a sequential manner to produce an orthogonal set of vectors
q1, q2, ..., ql based on w1, w2, ..., wl. The problem of the classical Gram-Schmidt process is that it
can be very susceptible to round-off errors incurred by finite precision floating point arithmetic
[88].
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Arnoldi iteration

The search space has been fully defined up to m and as such, an algorithm can be described
that generates an orthonormal basis for it. The algorithm presented below is the modified Gram-
Schmidt version of the Arnoldi iteration method, which is less sensitive to round-off errors:

Algorithm Arnoldi: Given A, x0, b,m, calculate Vm = [v1, v2, ..., vm]

1 : r0 = Ax0 − b
2 : β = ‖r0‖2
3 : v1 = r0/β
4 : for i = 1, ..., (m− 1)
5 : w = Avi
6 : for j = 1, ..., i
7 : H(j, i) = (w, vj)
8 : w = w −H(j, i)vj
9 : end
10 : H(i+ 1, i) = ‖w‖2
11 : if H(i+ 1, i) = 0 break
12 : vi+1 = w/H(i+ 1, i)
13 : end

The algorithm terminates if vi is linearly dependent on the previous basis vectors. However,
this situation only occurs when x ∈ span(v1, v2, ..., vi−1), rendering this situation irrelevant. Proof
of this statement can be found in Saad [89].

Hessenberg matrix

The Arnoldi algorithm not only produces the matrix Vm, but also constructs an upper Hessen-
berg matrix Hm ∈ Rm+1×m, which stores information about the matrix vector products Avi.
Examining line 5, 7, 8 and 12 of the algorithm results in:

Avi = H(i+ 1, i)vi+1 +

i∑
j=1

H(j, i)vj ∀i ∈ [1, ...,m]

Which is equivalent to:
AVm = Vm+1Hm (5.9)

This relation can be put to good use to reduce the matrix size of (5.4):

‖AVmy − b‖2 =

‖Vm+1Hmy − b‖2 =

‖Vm+1(βe1 −Hmy)‖2 =

‖βe1 −Hmy‖2

(5.10)

Where β = r0, from line 2 of the arnoldi algorithm. The last step of (5.10) is permitted,
because Vm+1 is orthogonal and thus preserves length.
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5.3 Iterative procedure

The last parameter of the search space is m, which represents its dimension. Determining the
lowest value of m that still provides a sufficiently good approximation to x is impossible without
resorting to trial and error. Relations that provide an upper bound for the norm of the residual
will be provided later on. However, they rely on information about the eigenvalues of A, which is
generally unavailable.

The most obvious way to find an optimal value for m is to start at zero, find the norm of
the residual and check whether or not it is too big. If it is, increase m by one and repeat this
procedure until the residual is sufficiently reduced. This iterative process works well because for
the following reason:

Kk ⊂ Kk+1 ∀k ≥ 1

As a direct consequence, the residual is non-increasing:

‖rk‖2 := minx̃∈Kk(‖Ax̃− b‖2)

‖rk+1‖2 ≤ ‖rk‖2 ∀k ≥ 0

Proof of this statement is trivial, because the solution to problem (5.4) can never get worse by
increasing the search space. The final thing to note is that m = n generates a search space that
is equal to Rn, meaning that the exact solution must have been found at that point. The result is
a finite and non-increasing sequence ‖rk‖2, bounded from above by ‖r0‖2 <∞ and reaching zero
for some value of k ≤ n. This sequence thus always contains an ‖rk‖2 that meets any demand for
a sufficiently small residual, ensuring that the iterative process always terminates.

GMRES

The GMRES algorithm, in its most simple form, is presented below. The two biggest alterations
compared to the Arnoldi algorithm are the additional calculations with respect to the minimization
problem and the replacement of the for-loop with a while-loop at line 6.

Algorithm GMRES: Given A, x0, b, tol,maxit, calculate x̃

1 : r0 = Ax0 − b
2 : β = ‖r0‖2
3 : v1 = r0/β
4 : γ = β
5 : i = 0
6 : while ((γ > tol)&(i < maxit))
7 : i = i+ 1
8 : w = Avi
9 : for j = 1, ..., i
10 : H(j, i) = (w, vj)
11 : w = w −H(j, i)vj
12 : end
13 : H(i+ 1, i) = ‖w‖2
14 : vi+1 = w/H(i+ 1, i)
15 : compute ym = argmin‖βe1 −Hmy‖2
16 : γ = ‖βe1 −Hmym‖2
17 : end
18 : x̃ = x0 − Vmym
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Restarted GMRES

Regular GMRES is not used very often in practice. Even though great care was taken to
optimize the search space, there are plenty of situations where m needs to be close to n to ensure
that x is close to Km. This means that the minimization problem is not much easier to solve than
the original problem and those minimization problems need to be solved many times. Restarted
GMRES was introduced to circumvent this situation.

Algorithm GMRES(maxitin): Given A, x0, b, tol,maxitout,maxitin, calculate x̃

1 : j = 0
2 : while ((γ > tol)&(j < maxitout))
3 : j = j + 1
4 : [x̃ γ] = GMRES(A, x0, b, tol,maxitin)
5 : x0 = x̃
6 : end

Selecting maxitin << n ensures that the minimization problems solved at line 4 are never
too large. The disadvantage is that it is not guaranteed that the sequence {x0} produced by the
outer loop converges to x, unless A is positive definite. Proof of this statement can be found in
Saad [90]. Note that no guaranty of convergence is not the same as guaranty of no convergence.
Restarted GMRES has shown to be robust in many situations with maxitin values ranging from
10 to 100.

Convergence of the residual

Even though regular GMRES always converges if A is non-singular and restarted GMRES
always converges if A is also positive definite, both techniques can be slow to converge. (5.4) can
be interpreted as follows:

‖rm‖2 = ‖Ax̃− b‖2 = ‖A(x0 − d)− b‖2 = ‖r0 −Ad‖2 =

minα‖r0 − α1Ar0 − α2A
2r0 − ...− αmAmr0‖2

(5.11)

The discussion about Krylov spaces has already argued that ‖rm‖2 will be small if x is close
to a linear combination of the eigenvectors with large eigenvalues. Conversely, if x is not close to
a linear combination of the eigenvectors with large eigenvalues, ‖rm‖2 might be large. However,
(5.11) demonstrates that ‖rm‖2 will always be small if A ∼ I, regardless of the proximity of x to
any eigenvectors.

A stronger result than (5.11) can be achieved if A is diagonalizable; A = XΛX−1 with Λ =
diag{λ1, λ2, ..., λn} with λi the ith eigenvalue of A. Note that any non-defective matrix is diagon-
alizable.

‖rm‖2 ≤ κ2(X)‖r0‖2 min
q∈Pm,q(0)=1

max
i
|q(λi)|

Pm is the space of polynomials up to and including degree m
(5.12)

The proof of equation (5.12) can be found in Saad [91]. Without going into details, equation
(5.12) can be interpreted to mean that convergence speed scales with the inverse of the condition
number of A.
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5.4 Preconditioning

The slow convergence of GMRES is detrimental to its usefulness, as direct solvers are often
faster in cases where the condition number of A is large. However, the memory constraints of
direct solvers can render them useless if n is very large, leaving only iterative solvers like GMRES.
This means that GMRES is most useful for very large matrices, which are often accompanied by
large condition numbers.

Preconditioning is a popular technique to increase the convergence rate of iterative solvers and
can also be employed to speed up GMRES. Preconditioning GMRES can be used to:

1. Modify problem (5.1) so that GMRES converges faster.

2. Construct a search space that better matches x.

These two approaches result in two slightly different alterations of the basic (restarted) GMRES
algorithm, both will be discussed in the following sections.

Right preconditioned GMRES

Right preconditioned GMRES is centered around the availability of a matrix M−1 that ap-
proximates A−1, which can be used to alter problem (5.1) in the following fashion:

AM−1u = b u = Mx

Defining B := AM−1 (∼ I) would allow this problem to be solved by the regular (restarted)
GMRES algorithm. The disadvantage of that approach is that B would have to be explicitly
available, requiring the product of two potentially large matrices. This can be avoided by a
slight alteration to the GMRES algorithm, which is known as the right preconditioned GMRES
algorithm:

Algorithm Right Preconditioned GMRES: Given A,M−1, x0, b, tol,maxit, calculate x̃

1 : r0 = Ax0 − b
2 : β = ‖r0‖2
3 : v1 = r0/β
4 : γ = β
5 : i = 0
6 : while ((γ > tol)&(i < maxit))
7 : i = i+ 1
8 : w = AM−1vi
was: w = Avi
9 : for j = 1, ..., i
10 : H(j, i) = (w, vj)
11 : w = w −H(j, i)vj
12 : end
13 : H(i+ 1, i) = ‖w‖2
14 : vi+1 = w/H(i+ 1, i)
15 : compute ym = argmin‖βe1 −Hmy‖2
16 : γ = ‖βe1 −Hmym‖2
17 : end
18 : x̃ = x0 −M−1Vmym
was: x̃ = x0 − Vmym

The only modifications to the regular GMRES algorithm are at line 8 and 18, which can both
be executed without the availability of matrix B.
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Flexible GMRES

All the variations of GMRES discussed up to this point rely on the power iteration to approx-
imate the space spanned by the eigenvectors with large eigenvalues. This approach is valid when x
is close to that space, but that doesn’t have to be the case. Flexible GMRES allows the user of the
algorithm to explicitly define the search space, allowing GMRES to function when the standard
Krylov search space does not provide a sufficiently high convergence rate.

Unlike other preconditioning methods, which generally aim to find an operator M that re-
sembles A, but produces a linear system of equations that is much easier to solve, flexible GMRES
requires vectors zi that resemble x (and are linearly independent). The result is that FGMRES
has the following search space:

Km = span(z1, z2, ..., zm)

Algorithm Flexible GMRES: Given A,Z(i), x0, b, tol,maxit, calculate x̃

1 : r0 = Ax0 − b
2 : β = ‖r0‖2
3 : v1 = r0/β
4 : γ = β
5 : i = 0
6 : while ((γ > tol)&(i < maxit))
7 : i = i+ 1
8 : w = Azi
was: w = Avi
9 : for j = 1, ..., i
10 : H(j, i) = (w, vj)
11 : w = w −H(j, i)vj
12 : end
13 : H(i+ 1, i) = ‖w‖2
14 : vi+1 = w/H(i+ 1, i)
15 : compute ym = argmin‖βe1 −Hmy‖2
16 : γ = ‖βe1 −Hmym‖2
17 : end
18 : x̃ = x0 − Zmym
was: x̃ = x0 − Vmym

Zm = [z1, z2, ..., zm] is the matrix storing the vectors that span the search space. Z(i) can be
interpreted as the operator that generates the vectors zi. This operator is usually another solver
algorithm, like Block-Jacobi [92] or Algebraic multigrid (see chapter 6).

The implementation of flexible GMRES is very similar to right preconditioned GMRES, with
the additional storage requirement of Zm. Note that Z(i) := M−1vi yields a mathematically
equivalent algorithm to that of right preconditioned GMRES and Z(i) := vi to that of regular
GMRES.
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5.5 Solving the minimization problem

Every variant of GMRES requires solving a minimization problem and calculating the norm of
the residual (line 15 and 16). These steps are computationally expensive parts of the algorithm if
they are performed without optimizations. However, the structure of the Arnoldi iteration, that
is central to every variant of GMRES, allows for significant optimizations regarding finding the
norm of the residual and solving the minimization problem.

Givens rotations

Solving the minimization problem: ym = argmin‖βe1 −Hmy‖2 is typically performed using a
QR factorization [83]. The QR factorization decomposes a matrix into an orthogonal matrix Q
and an upper triangular matrix R. The advantage of this approach is that transforming the upper
Hessenberg matrix Hm into an upper triangular matrix requires very few operations.

The most suitable way of transforming Hm into upper triangular form is by using Givens
rotations [42]. The Givens rotation operation introduces a zero on the ith element of the first
lower diagonal of the matrix Hm, leaving the other zeros of Hm untouched. Assuming that the
initial guess x0 is not sufficiently accurate, all GMRES variants will produce a matrix H1 and
associated minimization problem:

y1 = argminy

∥∥∥∥[β0
]
−
[
h11
h21

]
y

∥∥∥∥
2

This requires solving the following over-determined linear system:[
h11
h21

]
y1 =

[
β
0

]
Which can be transformed into upper triangular form by a Givens rotation:[

c s
−s c

] [
h11
h21

]
y1 =

[
c s
−s c

] [
β
0

]
Resulting in a QR factorization of H1:

QT1H1 =

[
R1

0

]
[
c s
−s c

] [
h11
h21

]
=

[
r11
0

]
With r11 =

√
h211 + h221, c = h11/r11 and s = h21/r11.[

c s
−s c

] [
β
0

]
=

[
cβ
−sβ

]
:=

[
g̃1
γ1

]
:= g1

The resulting minimization problem is easily solved because QT1 is orthogonal:

y1 = argminy‖βe1 −H1y‖2 = argminy

∥∥∥∥[ cβ−sβ
]
−
[
R1

0

]
y

∥∥∥∥
2

= R−11 g̃1

And the norm of the residual after step one is:

‖r1‖2 =

∥∥∥∥[ cβ−sβ
]
−
[
R1

0

]
y1

∥∥∥∥
2

= |γ1|
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Updating the factorization

The previous section has shown that solving the minimization problem and calculating the
norm of the residual at the first iteration of GMRES can be achieved by a QR factorization and
associated Givens rotation, resulting in the following relations:

y1 = R−11 g̃1

‖r1‖2 = |γ1|

QT1H1 =

[
R1

0

]
One of the advantages of this approach is that every iteration of GMRES has an equivalent

set of relations that can be derived from the previous iteration by a single Givens rotation:

gi = βQTi e1 = [g̃Ti , γi]
T

yi = R−1i g̃i

‖ri‖2 = |γi|

QTi Hi =

[
Ri
0

] (5.13)

Where Ri ∈ Ri×i, QTi ∈ Ri+1×i+1, Hi ∈ Ri+1×i and e1 ∈ Ri+1. Note that Hi+1 has the
following structure:

Hi+1 =

[
Hi h̃i+1

0 hi+2,i+1

]
h̃i+1 = [h1,i+1, h2,i+1, ..., hi+1,i+1]T

Which produces the following relation:

[
QTi 0
0 1

]
Hi+1 =

Ri r̃i+1

0 ρ
0 hi+2,i+1


r̃i+1 = [r1,i+1, r2,i+1, ..., ri+1,i+1]T

Applying a Givens rotation will restore the upper triangular form:

QTi+1 =

Ii 0 0
0 ci+1 si+1

0 −si+1 ci+1

[QTi 0
0 1

]

QTi+1Hi+1 =

Ri r̃i+1

0 ri+1,i+1

0 0

 =

[
Ri+1

0

]
gi+1 = βQTi+1e1 = [g̃Ti+1, γi+1]T

ri+1,i+1 =
√
ρ2 + h2i+2,i+1

ci+1 = ρ/ri+1,i+1 si+1 = hi+2,i+1/ri+1,i+1

(5.14)

Concluding the proof by induction of equation (5.13). Note that the following holds for gi+1:

gi+1 =

Ii 0
0 ci+1

0 −si+1

 gi (5.15)
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Final algorithm

Lines 15 and 16 of the various GMRES algorithms consist of solving the minimization problem
and calculating the norm of the residual at every iteration. These steps are necessary because the
termination condition of the algorithm is dependent on the norm of the residual.

Closer inspection of the algorithm reveals that the information gathered at line 15 of the
various GMRES algorithms, solving the minimization problem, is only used at line 16. Equation
(5.13) and (5.15) show that the norm of the residual can be acquired by constructing a Givens
rotation. This is vastly less computationally expensive than solving a system of linear equations.
The requirement of solving the minimization problem at every iteration can thus be relaxed to
solving it at the end of the algorithm, making line 15 redundant.

The algorithms of the various GMRES incarnations can be modified to include the discussed
optimizations, an example of such a modification is provided for the basic GMRES variant:

Algorithm optimized GMRES: Given A, x0, b, tol,maxit, calculate x̃

1 : r0 = Ax0 − b
2 : β = ‖r0‖2
3 : v1 = r0/β
4 : g = β,Q = 1
5 : i = 0
6 : while ((|g(i+ 1)| > tol)&(i < maxit))
7 : i = i+ 1
8 : w = Avi
9 : for j = 1, ..., i
10 : H(j, i) = (w, vj)
11 : w = w −H(j, i)vj
12 : end
13 : H(i+ 1, i) = ‖w‖2
14 : vi+1 = w/H(i+ 1, i)
15 : H(i+ 1, :) = QH(1 : i, i)
16 : ρ = H(i, i)
17 : H(i, i) =

√
ρ2 +H(i+ 1, i)2

18 : c = ρ/H(i, i)
19 : s = H(i+ 1, i)/H(i, i)
20 : H(i+ 1, i) = 0
21 : Q(i+ 1, :) = −sQ(i, :)
22 : Q(i, :) = cQ(i, :)
23 : Q(i+ 1, i+ 1) = c
24 : Q(i, i+ 1) = s
25 : g(i+ 1) = −sg(i)
26 : g(i) = cg(i)
27 : end
28 : ym = H(1 : i, :)−1g(1 : i)
29 : x̃ = x0 − Vmym

A MATLAB implementation of the above algorithm is available in appendix B and on Github
(https://github.com/lucasbekker/GMRES).
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Chapter 6

Algebraic multigrid

Iterative solvers like GMRES, discussed in chapter 5, can be slow to converge for large matrices,
as shown in chapter 7. Multigrid methods have been developed in an attempt to create solvers
with a runtime efficiency that is independent on the matrix size [44]. This chapter explains the
workings of multigrid methods, but will be somewhat unfamiliar for people with a geometric
multigrid background. However, algebraic multigrid benefits from the more generic framework
presented in this text.

The main idea behind multigrid methods is to combine the strengths of both direct and iterative
solvers [93]. Iterative solvers require O(n) memory to solve a sparse n × n problem Ax = b, but
may require a large amount of iterations to converge. Direct solvers require O(n2) memory for
the same problem, but don’t have the slow convergence complication. An oversimplification of
multigrid methods would be that the solution of a much smaller problem can function as a good
initial guess for the iterative solver of the original problem:

x0 = I(arg(By = c)) (6.1)

Where By = c is an m×m sized problem, with m� n. The operator I transforms the vector
y with length m to the vector x0 with length n by way of interpolation. Generating matrix B
and vector c requires compressing the information contained in matrix A and vector b using a
projection operator QT and the Galerkin product:

B := QTAQ and c := QT b (6.2)

Where QT is an m×n matrix. It should be noted that the transpose of the quantization operator
can function as the interpolation operator I.

Quantization

Quantization is the process of mapping a large (possibly uncountable) set of elements onto
a smaller set. Other names for quantization are sampling and discretization. An example of
quantization is converting an analog signal into a digital representation, but also the reduction of
the solution space of a boundary value problem to that which is spanned by the basis functions
of finite element methods is a form of quantization.

The advantage of quantization is that a quantized signal can be represented by much less data
than a general continuous signal. The biggest challenge of quantization is loss of information.
Quantization is a many-to-few mapping and as such is inherently irreversible. Generally speaking,
the higher the compression, the more information is lost.
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Figure 6.1: Image of a lighthouse with various levels of compression. The amount of compression
decreases from right to left. [Image taken from a Google AI training set]

Figure 6.1 demonstrates the loss of information incurred by quantization. Most image com-
pression techniques like JPEG group blocks of pixels of the original image together and give them
the same color. This kind of quantization technique is often called sampling and is directly re-
sponsible for the distortion of the clouds in the left most image of figure 6.1 (called pixelation).
However, the stone structures suffer from much less severe distortion than the clouds.

The same phenomenon happens when compressing a matrix. Depending on the exact specific-
ations of the quantization operator QT , certain kinds of information captured in matrix A will
be represented much better by matrix B than others. Investigating which pieces of information
suffer the most degradation from quantization and understanding the quality of a quantization
algorithm in general is considerably easier from the signal processing point of view.

6.1 Signal processing

Signal processing is an electrical engineering subfield that focuses on manipulating and invest-
igating signals, which are functions that convey information about phenomena. One of the most
common examples of a scalar valued signal is the waveform representation of sound.

Analyzing and manipulating signals often involves transforming the signal from the time or
spatial domain to the frequency domain, by way of either the Fourier or Laplace transformation.
This way, properties of a signal can be expressed in frequencies, like figure 6.2 demonstrates:

Figure 6.2: Signal in time domain and frequency domain.
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Frequencies and eigenvectors

The frequencies point of view is very natural when investigating scalar valued signals, but
not so much when investigating mathematical operators. However, eigenvectors of operators are
in many ways very similar to frequencies. Take for example the n × n matrix generated by the
discretized one dimensional Poisson problem:

A =


2 −1
−1 2 −1

. . .
. . .

. . .

−1 2 −1
−1 2

 (6.3)

Which has the following eigenvectors wk and eigenvalues λk for k = 1, ..., n:

wk = (sin(θk), sin(2θk), · · · , sin(nθk))
T

with θk =
kπ

n+ 1
and λk = 2(1− cos(θk)) (6.4)

Further investigation of equation (6.4) reveals that the eigenvectors contain a distinct spatial
oscillatory mode, often referred to as an eigenfrequency. The first three eigenvectors are shown in
figure 6.3. A second shared property of eigenvectors and frequencies is that they possess a natural
ordering. Frequencies can be ordered from low to high and eigenvectors can be ordered in a similar
fashion according to the values of their corresponding eigenvalues.

Figure 6.3: Graph showing the first three eigenvectors of (6.3) for n = 10.

Looking at equation (6.4) reveals that the eigenvector with the highest eigenvalue also repres-
ents the highest eigenfrequency. More generally speaking, ordering the eigenvectors according to
the value of their eigenvalues is equivalent to ordering them according to the eigenfrequencies they
represent.
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Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem

The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [69] (Petersen-Middleton theorem for multidimen-
sional sampling) states that the sampling frequency of a quantization process should be at least
double that of the highest frequency found in the signal to be quantized, ensuring that the original
signal can theoretically be completely recovered from the quantization data.

The term sampling frequency originates from the process of converting a continuous time signal
into a discrete time signal, an example of which is shown in figure 6.4. The continuous time signal
is measured (sampled) and stored at a constant time interval, which is why the sampling frequency
is also called the sampling rate.

Figure 6.4: The green line represents the continuous time signal, the blue dots represent the
discrete time signal. [Image taken from wikipedia [99]]

The grid points employed by the finite difference method used to solve boundary value problems
are another example of sampling, where the distance between the grid points could be described
as the sampling rate. In this setting, the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem states that the
eigenfunctions of the boundary value problem should not contain spatial oscillations that contain
less than two grid points per oscillation. Otherwise, information could be lost, resulting in errors
in the solution of the boundary value problem.
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Aliasing

Aliasing [4] is a potential error source common to all quantization processes and originates from
violating the conditions of the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem. Aliasing is an error where high
frequency information produces low frequency contributions to the quantized data. An example
of this effect is shown in figure 6.5:

Figure 6.5: The red line is the original signal, the black dots are the quantized data and the blue
line is the low frequency error, image taken from [33].

The only way to prevent the aliasing error from occurring is to ensure that the conditions of
the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem are met. This can be accomplished by filtering out the
high frequency information from the to be quantized data, which is called anti-aliasing. The most
obvious filter for this process is a low-pass filter, the effect of which is demonstrated in figure 6.6:

Figure 6.6: Effect of low pass filter. [Image taken from Matlab Documentation]
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Quantized eigenvectors

The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem connects the sampling rate of a quantization algorithm
to the quality of the quantized data. However, the sampling rate of the operator QT is much
harder to visualize than the situation represented by figure 6.4. An alternative interpretation of
Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem is that all the eigenvectors that can not be fully recovered
after quantization, should be filtered in order to get a good quality quantization.

Figure 6.7: Graph showing the first and third eigenvectors of (6.3) for n = 10, combined with
their quantized counterparts. w1 is accurately represented, w3 is distorted beyond the repair of
any reconstructive filter.

As an example, take the effect of a simple quantization scheme and its effect on the first
and third eigenvectors as depicted in figure 6.3. the quantization scheme of this example is:
wqk = wk(1, 4, 6, 7, 9, 12). The effects of this quantization scheme are depicted in figure 6.7. Even
though this example is not a rigorous proof, the trend is that lower eigenvectors are a lot more
accurately represented by this quantization scheme than higher eigenvectors. This result holds
true for most quantization schemes, indicating that anti-aliasing in the form of a low pass filter is
required to uphold the quality of the quantization operator QT .
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Iterative solvers

Applying a low pass filter is relatively straightforward in an analog or digital electronic circuit,
but such constructs are less obvious in the matrix solver setting. However, iterative solvers can
be used to achieve the desired effect.

Revisiting the discretized one dimension Poisson problem and investigating the effects of the
Jacobi iterative solver reveals the following relation between eigenvectors and the dampening of
the error components [94]:

ηk :=
|(ri+1, wk)|
|(ri, wk)|

= cos2
kπ

2(n+ 1)
(6.5)

The dampening factor ηk is depicted in figure 6.8 for n = 10:

Figure 6.8: Graph showing the dampening factor with respect to the eigenvectors of the discretized
one dimension Poisson problem.

Figure 6.8 shows that the Jacobi method is good at reducing the error components of high
eigenvectors and a lot less efficient at the low range of the eigenvector spectrum. Similar behaviour
is found when investigating different operators and different iterative solver algorithms [95]. It
should be noted that the definition of the corner frequency of a low pass filter is the frequency
that has a dampening coefficient of 0.5 (∼ 6dB). The corner frequency of the Jacobi filter can be
manipulated by applying more iterations.
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Quantization error

Suppose that the anti-aliasing filter has completely prevented aliasing, that does not imply
that the quantized data is without errors. Even though the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem
states that the original signal can be fully recovered from the quantization data if its conditions
are met, such a recovering process is unattainable in practice. Simple multivariate interpolation
schemes like piecewise-linear will inevitably result in deviations compared to the original signal.
These deviations are called the quantization error. An example of quantization error is provided
in figure 6.9:

Figure 6.9: The blue line is the original signal, the red line is the quantized data after linear
interpolation and the yellow line is the quantization error.

The predominately high frequency components of the quantization error make it feasible to
improve the quality of the linearly interpolated quantized data by applying a reconstruction filter.
It should be noted that the workings of a reconstruction filter are mostly equivalent to that of the
anti-aliasing filter. An example of applying a reconstruction filter to quantized data is Richardson
extrapolation to improve the approximation provided by finite element methods.
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6.2 Multigrid levels

Now that the basic elements of multigrid methods have been discussed from a signal processing
standpoint, a high level overview of how the components come together to form multigrid methods
is provided.

Two levels

The most rudimentary form of a multigrid method is the two level single cycle. Such a multigrid
method consists of 7 distinct steps, as shown in figure 6.10:

Figure 6.10: Flow chart of a two level single V-cycle multigrid method.

The first step is calculating the initial residual given xi. Subsequently, the anti-aliasing filter
is applied in the form of one or more iterations of an iterative solver. This step is called the
pre-smoothing phase of a multigrid method and common choices for smoothers are the Jacobi or
Gauss-Seidel methods. [96]

After the pre-smoothing comes the quantization step, which compresses the matrix. The
quantization step marks the transition from the ”fine level” to the ”coarse level”, where the
fine level contains the operations on the uncompressed matrix and the coarse level contains the
operations on the compressed matrix.

Once the compressed matrix and right hand side have been solved, the interpolation step
occurs. Many different interpolation schemes exist, like linear, nearest neighbour or polynomial,
but the transpose of the quantization operator is frequently used as well. Finally, the quantization
errors are dampened by the reconstruction filter, which is called the post-smoother in multigrid
terms. It should be noted that the iterative solver algorithms used in the smoothing steps are
usually the same, but the amount of iterations per filter might be different.
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Multiple filter levels

Multigrid methods are centered around the notion that low frequency error components can be
represented by a compressed version of the problem and subsequently suppressed by solving that
compressed problem. Solving the coarse level problem is preferably achieved using direct solvers,
as they are much more efficient at dampening the low frequency errors. However, the memory and
compute requirements of direct solvers often requires very high levels of compression in order to
be feasible.

The discussion of section 6.1 indicates that higher levels of compression result in stricter re-
quirements on the anti-aliasing and reconstruction filters, meaning that their corner frequencies
need to be lower. Ignoring the possibility of using a different iterative solver, the only way to
manipulate the corner frequency is to use more iterations. As the iterative solvers function on
the fine level of the multigrid algorithm, applying many iterations can be very computationally
expensive.

Figure 6.11: Graph showing the relation between the grid size and the corner frequency of the
Jacobi filter.

However, the notion that low frequency error components can be suppressed by solving a
compressed version of the problem can also be applied to the anti-aliasing and reconstruction
filters. Figure 6.11 shows the error dampening of the Jacobi iterative solver with respect to the
eigenvectors of the discretized one dimension Poisson problem, using either n = 100 or n = 200.

Assuming that the quantization algorithm is of sufficient quality to accurately represent the
first 40 eigenvectors with the quantized data, figure 6.11 shows that both the filters described
by the yellow and purple lines would be appropriate as anti-aliasing filter (both have a corner
frequency of about 40). When comparing the two appropriate filters, the computational cost of
the yellow filter is 7 ×O(200), whereas the purple filter has a computational cost of 2 ×O(100),
constituting a reduction of 700%. This huge computational cost benefit to applying the Jacobi
filter at n = 100 versus n = 200 does come at the cost of additional quantization errors, which
have components in the direction of the eigenvectors ranging from 100 to 200. These additional
errors can be dampened by the Jacobi filter operating at the n = 200 level, negating some of the
computational cost benefit, but still maintaining a significant lead over exclusively applying the
Jacobi filter at the n = 200 level.
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Multiple filtering levels can be achieved with simple modifications of the algorithm as presented
in figure 6.10. The compression of the matrix at the quantization stage should be reduced and
the solve step at the coarse level should be replaced by another two-level V-cycle. This iteration
should be repeated until sufficient compression is reached, at which point the direct solve step
takes place. A schematic representation of a V-cycle with 5 levels is presented in figure 6.12:

Figure 6.12: The compression of the problem scales with the levels of the multigrid method. Level
1 has no compression and level 5 has the highest compression. AA represents the anti-aliasing
filter, Q represents the quantization step, I represents the interpolation step and R represents the
reconstruction filter. The algorithm starts at the top left corner, descends to the bottom middle
and than rises to the top right corner.

It should be noted that the anti-aliasing filter, reconstruction filter, quantization algorithm
and interpolation algorithm could be different for every level of the V-cycle, but most software
implementations of multigrid methods do not allow for such a high degree of customizability.

Cycles

The simplest way to step through the levels of the multigrid method gives rise to the V-cycle,
which starts at the finest level, descends to the coarsest level and than rises again to the finest
level, completing a cycle. However, multiple levels also allow multiple ways to step through the
levels.

Two of the most popular alternatives to the V-cycle are the W-cycle and F-cycle, examples of
which are provided by figure 6.13 for the four level case. The most profound difference between
the V-cycle and the W and F-cycles is that the V-cycle only applies a single direct solve correction
per cycle, whereas the other cycles apply many direct solve corrections. More generally speaking,
the V-cycle spends relatively many steps in the finer levels, the W-cycle spends relatively many
steps in the coarser levels and the F-cycle is somewhere in between the V and W-cycles in that
regard.
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Figure 6.13: The blue line represents the W-cycle and the red line represents the F-cycle, which
is also known as FMG or full multigrid.

Figure 6.14: Image showing multiple discretizations of a square domain, ordered in levels. [Taken
from [84]]
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6.3 Multigrid quantization algorithms

Multigrid methods rely on quantization algorithms to compress the original problem into a
coarser variant. Quantization algorithms are not unique and as such, many different multigrid
methods exist, all having a different quantization algorithm. The various multigrid methods can
be classified according to the type of problem that they compress. Algebraic multigrid compresses
a matrix representing a system of linear equations, whereas geometric multigrid compresses the
discretization of a boundary value problem.

Geometric multigrid requires the user of the method to construct various discretization grids
(hence the name) of the same boundary value problem (see figure 6.14), effectively relying on the
user to perform the quantization. This is difficult for irregular domains and requires a lot of work,
making geometric multigrid less practical. Algebraic multigrid quantizes the matrix that needs to
be solved, hence forgoing any need for multiple discretizations. This reduces the workload of the
user of the algorithm and makes the concept of multigrid applicable to a wider class of matrices.

Algebraic multigrid quantization

Algebraic multigrid quantization algorithms are comprised of roughly three stages:

• Convert signal

• Analyze information

• Compress and discard

Many different quantization algorithms can be employed by algebraic multigrid, giving rise to
classes of algebraic multigrid methods. Some of the most common variations are classical and
(un-smoothed) aggregation. A good overview of the workings of classical algebraic multigrid has
been provided by K. Stüben in one of his texts; Algebraic Multigrid (AMG): An Introduction with
Application.

The following section only discusses (un-smoothed) aggregation algebraic multigrid (presented
in [61]), as its operation is somewhat easier to convey and is the algebraic multigrid method of
choice for the tests performed in chapter 7. Furthermore, interpreting the effects of the various
stages of algebraic multigrid can be difficult, which is why JPEG image compression is used as a
reference to compare against.

Figure 6.15: Image showing a flow diagram of JPEG image compression. (the down sampling
stage is optional) [Image taken from [18]]
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Convert signal

The first step of the quantization algorithm is to convert the data of the signal, which in
the aggregation algebraic multigrid sense means constructing the adjacency graph of the matrix.
This re-coding of the information for easier interpretation can be compared to the RGB to YCrCb
conversion of JPEG (see figure 6.15). YCrCb stores the color information of pixels into a luminance
part (greyscale) and chrominance (color) part, similar to how the adjacency graph splits the
information of a matrix into vertices and edges.

Analyze information

The second stage of the quantization algorithm is the most important, because it determines
which pieces of information should be accurately represented and which allow some deterioration.
Algebraic multigrid methods try to find the equations that are strongly connected [103], operating
under the assumption that they represent error components that can be effectively dampened by
the smoothers of the multigrid method.

It should be noted that the validity of the assumptions made by the algebraic multigrid quant-
ization algorithm determine whether or not a matrix can be solved using that particular multigrid
method. Most algebraic multigrid methods need the solution to be smooth, which is why they
are primarily used and developed for matrices resulting from discretized elliptic boundary value
problems [104].

The strength of the connection (or coupling) between equations can be measured in a multitude
of ways, but aggregation algebraic multigrid determines the strength of coupling via the following
relation (equation (3.2) of [61]):

vertex i is strongly connected to vertex j if:

|aij | ≥ α max
k 6=i
|aik| for some α ∈ [0, 1] (6.6)

The strongest connection is the one which has the highest value of α. When multiple equations
have the same connection strength, they can be ordered using some heuristic like the distance |i−j|
between the equations. Vertex i and j are said to be weakly connected if they satisfy (6.6) only
for very small values of α.

The relation described by (6.6) measures the amount of influence that solution value xi has on
solution value xj . If the amount of influence is strong in both ways, it is assumed that |xi − xj |
is small, which is true for elliptic boundary value problems. Take for example the matrix as
defined by equation (6.3), using (6.6) to determine the strongest coupling between the values of
the solution shows that grid points that are directly adjacent have the strongest connection. The
smoothness of the solution verifies the assumption that |xi − xj | is small for |i− j| = 1.

Ordering the arcs of a vertex of the directed adjacency graph can be compared to determining
the luminance/chrominance frequency spectrum of an 8 × 8 pixel block, by way of a discrete
cosine transformation as happens in JPEG image compression (see the DCT step of figure 6.15).
High frequencies indicate high gradients and hence weak coupling between pixels, whereas low
frequencies indicate low gradients and hence strong coupling between pixels.
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Compress and discard

The final stage of the compression algorithm is the actual data size reduction. Aggregation
algebraic multigrid quantization achieves this by combining (aggregating) the equations associated
with the vertices that have each other as sufficiently strong connection. Determining which vertices
have each other as their sufficiently strong connection can be achieved by a graph matching
algorithm, an example of which is provided by Algorithm 1 of [61].

Algorithm 1 of [61] produces size 2 aggregates and singletons, which represent equations that
have not been aggregated with other equations. Larger aggregates can be constructed by repeating
the process several times, using the compressed output matrix of the previous step as the input
matrix for the next step. The typical aggregate size of this approach is 2l, with l the amount of
times that the process of Algorithm 1 has been repeated.

The encoding of the equations to be aggregated is captured by the quantization operator QT .
QT is formed by manipulating the directed adjacency graph of the matrix. Firstly, remove all the
edges/arcs from the adjacency graph. Secondly, place edges between the vertices that represent
equations that should be aggregated. This results in a graph that consists of disjoint cliques,
numbered from 1 to m.

Let j be the clique index and Wj the set of vertices that comprise clique j.

Qkj = 1 ∀k ∈W and zero otherwise (6.7)

Combining multiple equations into a single equation prevents solution value variations between
those equations. Under the assumption that the grid points that represent those aggregated
equations are in close physical proximity, this lack of solution value variation can be interpreted
as locally discarding high frequency information.

Locally discarding high frequency information is very similar to what happens during JPEG
compression. In JPEG compression, the frequency information of the 8×8 pixel block is multiplied
by a quantization coefficient ranging from 0 to 1. High frequencies receive a higher quantization
coefficient than low frequencies, as the human eye is less sensitive to that kind of information.
The resulting frequency amplitude is subsequently rounded to integers, meaning that frequencies
with amplitudes less than 0.5 will be discarded completely. As high frequencies are more likely to
fall below the 0.5 threshold by their higher quantization coefficients, JPEG can be said to discard
high frequency information.

Example

As an example, take the following matrix A, quantization operator QT and resulting quantized
matrix B:

A =


2 1
1 2 1

1 2 1
1 2 1

1 2 1
1 2

 QT =

1 1
1 1

1 1



B =

6 1
1 6 1

1 6


(6.8)

Matrix A represents the discretized one dimensional Poisson problem with n = 6. The quantization
operator aggregates grid points (1,2), (3,4) and (5,6), producing matrix B = QTAQ.
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Figure 6.16 shows the impact of the size 2 aggregation algebraic multigrid quantization on the
eigenvectors of A. Qualitatively speaking, the behaviour is equivalent to that shown in figure 6.7.
The lowest and smoothest eigenvector of A, w1, is represented reasonably accurately, whereas the
highest eigenvector of B, w3q, does a very poor job at representing its accompanying eigenvector
of A, w3.

Figure 6.16: Graph showing the effect of 2 size aggregation algebraic multigrid on the eigenvectors
of matrix A from equation (6.16). w1q and w3q are scaled by a factor of

√
1/2 to counteract the

different normalization of eigenvectors.

The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem predicts exactly how w3q should be a distorted rep-
resentation of w3. Size 2 aggregation can be interpreted as increasing the sampling rate from
1/(n − 1) to roughly double that: 1/((1/2)n − 1), resulting in a sampling rate increase of 0.2 to
0.5.

A single sampling point at the center of the domain does not meet the Nyquist-Shannon
sampling theorem condition of having at least two sampling points per oscillation, which would
require about two sampling points in the domain for w3. The high frequency inaccuracy maps
back to low frequency errors, resulting in w3q showing a low frequency oscillation like that of w1q,
in effect a form of aliasing.
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Chapter 7

Runtime efficiency tests

This chapter contains runtime efficiency tests of a variety of numerical algorithms. The analysis
of the results consists of three parts:

• Numerical complexity

• Parallelizability

• Bottleneck analysis

The numerical complexity analysis is largely based on the information provided by chapters
5 and 6, which describe the generalized minimum residual iterative solver and the aggregation
algebraic multigrid preconditioner. The discussion pertaining to the parallelizability of the test
cases focuses on how the numerical algorithms can be incorporated by the SPMD programming
model as discussed in chapter 4.

A comparison of the runtime efficiency results obtained on different hardware platforms is
used to determine which computer subsystem forms the runtime efficiency bottleneck of the test
case. This bottleneck analysis explains the results using background information of the various
computer subsystems, provided by chapters 2 and 3, whenever possible.

The first section of this chapter discusses the software and hardware details of the testing
platform. Subsequently, a couple of synthetic benchmarks demonstrate how certain hardware
specifications can form a runtime efficiency bottleneck, depending on which type of mathematical
operations are performed. Lastly, the algebraic multigrid preconditioned GMRES test case is
examined, beginning with ascertaining the GMRES runtime efficiency on the CPU and the GPU,
followed by a close inspection of the aggregated algebraic multigrid preconditioner.
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7.1 Testing platform

The runtime efficiency tests presented in this chapter are selected to showcase certain aspects
and considerations pertaining to GPGPU acceleration of numerical algorithms. In practical terms,
one of the primary considerations of GPGPU acceleration is whether or not a particular numerical
algorithm benefits from GPGPU acceleration at all. In other words, is a particular application
faster on the CPU or on the GPU?

The answer to this question depends on more than just the numerical algorithm and the
problem size. The overall runtime efficiency is also heavily influenced by the software and hardware
specifications. To provide the broadest applicable runtime efficiency results, the testing platform
requires careful consideration. The following section contains a discussion of said considerations.

Hardware

The MEFD group of the TU/e has gained access to a GPGPU enabled server (Volta server),
which should be the hardware platform of choice for the runtime efficiency tests of this study.
However, complications originating from the software stack of the Volta server made it impractical
for the tests.

To circumvent this problem, a collection of computers has been assembled containing subsys-
tems that resemble the subsystems of the Volta server as best as possible. An added benefit of
using multiple computers is that their performance can be compared, aiding in determining the
subsystem that forms the runtime efficiency bottleneck for a particular test case.

CPU

The Volta server contains two Intel Xeon SP Gold 6132 processors of the Skylake SP microar-
chitecture (see chapter 3.2 for more details). The nearest substitute for these processors are those
from the Intel Skylake-X microarchitecture of the X299 consumer platform. These Skylake-X pro-
cessors have many similarities to the Skylake SP processors, as they share the same core design.
However, certain aspects like the memory controller and number of PCIe lanes differ, as well as
their inability to use ECC memory or combine multiple processors in the same computer.

One of the most defining aspects of the Skylake SP/X microarchitecture is the AVX-512 cap-
ability of the floating point execution units. Examining the effect of AVX-512 on the runtime
efficiency of the test cases can provide information about the suitability of the SIMD execution
model to the underlying numerical algorithms of the test cases.

In total, two different CPUs are used for the test cases. Most tests are conducted using the
Intel Core i7-7820x Skylake-X processor, as it is the closest available match to the Intel Xeon
SP Gold 6132 of the Volta server. The second processor, Intel Xeon E5-1650v3 on the X99
consumer platform, is used to compare the runtime efficiency effects of AVX-512 versus AVX2.
This processor is used as a comparison, because the differences between the Intel Core i7-7820x
and Intel Xeon E5-1650v3 are relatively small, except for the lack of AVX-512 support of the Intel
Xeon E5-1650v3.

A detailed comparison of the specifications between the Volta server processor and the processors
used for the test cases is provided at [25].
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Memory

The Volta server has two Intel Xeon SP Gold 6132 processors, each with two triple channel
DDR4-2666 ECC memory controllers, combined into a 12 channel memory subsystem with a
total aggregated bandwidth of 250GB/s. The Intel Core i7-7820x used for the tests has a single
quad channel DDR4-2666 memory controller, with a maximum bandwidth of 83GB/s. The Intel
Xeon E5-1650v3 has a single quad channel DDR4-2133 ECC memory controller, with a maximum
bandwidth of 67GB/s.

None of the hardware platforms used for the test cases have a memory subsystem that ap-
proaches the Volta server memory subsystem in terms of maximum memory bandwidth. However,
the effects of higher memory bandwidth on the runtime efficiency of most of the test cases can
still be ascertained via GPU measurements, see table 7.1. The latency of the memory subsystem
of the Volta server is very comparable to that of the test hardware platforms, as latency is mainly
dictated by the type of memory used. It should be noted that the memory latency of the Volta
server is slightly higher than that of the Intel Core i7-7820x memory subsystem, as ECC memory
has a slightly higher latency at the same operating frequency.

Finally, the memory capacity of the Volta server is also much higher, but this should not effect
the runtime efficiency performance of the test cases, as long as they do not require more than is
available at the test hardware platforms. (32GB for the Intel Xeon E5-1650v3 and 16GB for the
Intel Core i7-7820x)

GPU

The Volta server contains four NVIDIA Tesla V100 32GB PCIe GPGPU accelerators (see
chapter 3.4 for more details). Analyzing the differences between the NVIDIA V100 and other
CUDA capable GPUs reveals that the two most significant differences are the FP64 capabilities
and the memory subsystem. The memory subsystem of the NVIDIA V100 is based on 32GB of
HBM2 memory operating at about 900Mhz for a maximum bandwidth of 897GB/s. The peak
FP64 compute performance of the NVIDIA V100 is 7066 GFLOPS.

The latest consumer-grade NVIDIA GPU that has significant FP64 compute performance is
the Kepler microarchitecture based TITAN Black, released in early 2014. The TITAN Black has a
peak FP64 compute performance of about 1900 GFLOPS, much less than 7066 GFLOPS. However,
1900 GFLOPS is a lot more than the latest highest tier NVIDIA GPU provides, the GeForce RTX
2080 Ti released mid 2018, achieving a mere 420 GFLOPS. These strong FP64 capabilities are the
reason that the NVIDIA TITAN Black was selected to be a part of the hardware platforms.

The advancements in GPU technology from the time that the NVIDIA TITAN Black was
released to the release of the NVIDIA V100 have been substantial. Especially the introduction
of INT32 and FP16 execution units constitute significant performance improvements for pointer
arithmetic and artificial intelligence applications. Testing how INT32 and FP16 execution units
affect the runtime efficiency of the test cases requires a more recent NVIDIA GPU from the Turing
microarchitecture.

The Turing microarchitecture is very similar to the Volta microarchitecture employed by the
NVIDIA V100. The main differences between the Volta and Turing microarchitectures are the
memory controllers and FP64 capabilities, with every other aspect of the streaming multiprocessors
being roughly equal. The memory controllers of the Turing microarchitecture don’t support HBM2
memory, relying on the slower GDDR5 and GDDR6 memory types. The FP64 capabilities of the
Turing microarchitecture are reduced compared to that of the Volta microarchitecture, as Turing
streaming multiprocessors have two FP64 SIMD lanes, compared to 32 FP64 SIMD lanes per
streaming multiprocessor of the Volta microarchitecture.
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Apart from the NVIDIA TITAN Black, several GPUs from the Turing microarchitecture are
selected as parts of the hardware test platforms. The NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1660 Ti, as it is the
lowest tier Turing microarchitecture GPU with GDDR6 memory. Lastly, the NVIDIA RTX 2060
Super is selected for the highest memory bandwidth it provides. More details on the Volta, Turing
and Kepler microarchitectures are available in their respective whitepapers, [65], [66] and [67].

i7-7820x E5-1650v3 TITAN Black RTX 2060 super GTX 1660 Ti
FP64 SIMD lanes 128 48 960 68 48
FP32 SIMD lanes 256 96 2880 2176 1536
FP64 GFLOPS 922 336 1882 224 170
FP32 GFLOPS 1844 672 5645 7181 5437
Mem. bandwidth 83 GB/s 67 GB/s 336 GB/s 448 GB/s 288 GB/s
Mem. capacity 16 GB 32 GB 6 GB 8 GB 6 GB

Table 7.1: Advertised performance figures of the devices used as hardware test platforms. The
GFLOPS numbers are based on base operating frequency, turbo boost and overclocks can result
in higher performance numbers.
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Software

The software stack of the computers used for the runtime efficiency tests is assembled so that
it reflects the workflow of a member of the MEFD group, while also facilitating the most common
GPGPU development practices. The software stack consists of four parts:

• Operating system

• Interpreted scripting language

• Compiler and toolchain

• Libraries

Operating system

The operating system used for the tests is based on Ubuntu 18.04 LTS [116], which is a broadly
supported linux based operating system, with official support for most of the other vital parts of
the software stack. The choice of operating system is motivated by the fact that the Volta server
uses a similar operating system (Ubuntu 16.04 LTS server edition), but a newer version is selected
because it is the latest long term support release and as such recommended by Canonical. It
should be noted that many members and students of the MEFD group use Ubuntu 18.04 LTS as
their operating system.

Interpreted scripting language

Much of the simulations and development work of the MEFD group is focused around an
in house developed software project called Nutils [111], which is a free and open source Python
programming library for finite element method computations. However, Nutils provides no means
of GPGPU acceleration and as such is not suitable for the test cases.

Matlab [54] does contain GPGPU acceleration capabilities via the parallel computing toolbox.
On top of that, Matlab provides a strong numerical algorithm development and prototyping envir-
onment, is an industry standard and has many visualization and glue language capabilities. These
aspects, combined with the fact that Matlab is also used by the MEFD group, led to the decision
to use Matlab (V9.6.0.1174912) as the interpreted scripting language of choice for the runtime
efficiency tests.

Compiler and toolchain

Relying solely on an interpreted scripting language for the runtime efficiency tests is suboptimal,
as the standard development model of GPGPU acceleration is to use a compiled language like
OpenCl or CUDA (see chapter 4). CUDA was selected for the runtime efficiency tests because
it is the most widely used GPGPU programming language. The CUDA compiler requires a host
C++ or Fortran compiler for the sections of code that are to be executed on the CPU, with the
C++ option being the most supported of the two.

As for the versions, the latest available are used as much as possible, V10.1.243 for CUDA and
430.40 for the GPU driver. The used C++ host code compiler is the standard provided by Ubuntu
18.04 LTS; GNU GPP (7.4.0-1ubuntu2.3), accompanied by its default toolchain components. The
most important optimization compiler flags used are ”–gpu-architecture=sm XX” (GPU depend-
ent), ”-march=native” and ”-O3”. GPP 7.4 does contain the various AVX-512 CPU instructions,
but later versions have more mature support. The ”-mprefer-vector-width=512” can be used to
possibly enhance the automatically vectorized performance for AVX-512 capable CPUs
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Libraries

Libraries are an essential part of modern software and the functions they provide form the basis
for the numerical algorithms used by the test cases. Roughly three types of libraries are used:

• BLAS/LAPACK mathematical libraries

• Parallel programming models/libraries

• Standard libraries

The versions of the libraries that are mentioned in this section relate to the versions that are
used by those test cases that do not use Matlab to perform the calculations. Matlab bundles
separate versions of many of the libraries, meaning that their versions are slightly different. The
standard libraries are not discussed, as they have no significant impact on the runtime efficiency
of the test cases.

With respect to the runtime efficiency performance of the test cases, the BLAS/LAPACK
mathematical libraries arguably have the most impact. BLAS stands for Basic Linear Algebra
Subprograms and contains functions that provide vector-vector, matrix-vector and matrix-matrix
operations. LAPACK stands for Linear Algebra Package and supplements BLAS with functions
for solving linear systems of equations, eigenvalue problems and related operations like matrix
decompositions.

These numerical mathematics libraries can be highly optimized to take full advantage of the
capabilities of the computer. However, the reference implementations of BLAS and LAPACK
are less performant than some of the alternative implementations and don’t provide any GPGPU
capabilities. Generally speaking, the BLAS/LAPACK implementations provided by the hardware
vendors are the most performant and most actively developed. The BLAS/LAPACK implement-
ations provided by NVIDIA (cuBLAS, cuSPARSE, cuSOLVER, etc.) are specifically designed for
CUDA capable GPUs, whereas the BLAS/LAPACK implementation provided by Intel (MKL) is
optimized for use with their CPUs. The test cases use the NVIDIA BLAS/LAPACK libraries
(V10.1.243) for GPGPU accelerated functions and Intel MKL (V2019.4-243) for functions that
are executed on the CPU.

The parallel programming models/libraries (see chapter 4 for more details) are the second class
of libraries that have a significant impact on the runtime efficiency of the test cases. NVIDIA
CUDA forms the parallel programming model for the functions executed on the GPU and Intel
TBB is the parallel programming library used for the functions executed on the CPU, both of which
are dependencies of the BLAS/LAPACK implementations of the respective hardware vendors.
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amgx

Neither the NVIDIA or the Intel BLAS/LAPACK implementations contain all the required
functions to construct an algebraic multigrid preconditioned GMRES iterative solver, without
having to develop large parts of the numerical algorithms from scratch. Developing high quality
and high performance mathematical software is very labour intensive, putting it out of reach for
this master thesis project. Instead, additional libraries are used to obtain the required functionality
for the test cases.

AmgX is a numerical library that provides many variations of iterative solvers, preconditioners
and algebraic multigrid methods. AmgX [5] stands for Algebraic MultiGrid aXelerated and is an
open source project stemming from a collaboration between NVIDIA and ANSYS [37]. Its main
focus is providing GPGPU accelerated functions, but many of said functions also have CPU based
alternatives. The only viable competitor to AmgX is HYPRE [47], which is a library that provides
algebraic multigrid methods and solver routines, but does not contain any GPGPU capabilities,
making HYPRE unsuitable for the test cases.

Note that AmgX requires a patch to compile with the latest version of CUDA (at the time of
writing). This patch (self developed) circumvents a private API change of cuSPARSE that causes
build issues and is published at the issue tracker at [28].

CMAT

The BLAS implementations provide functions that can perform vector-vector, matrix-vector
and matrix-matrix operations. LAPACK and AmgX provide direct solvers, iterative solvers and
algebraic multigrid. This means that all the core functionality required for the test cases is ac-
counted for by the aforementioned libraries. However, these libraries are designed to be integrated
into software packages like Matlab and ANSYS Fluent, resulting in an API that sacrifices ease of
use to provide a lot of options and flexibility.

Even though direct interfacing with these low level APIs is certainly possible for relatively
small projects like the test cases, it leaves a lot to be desired. More specifically, code reuse and
modularization of the test cases would be relatively low, making the code more difficult to read,
debug, re-purpose or maintain. The disadvantages of the low level APIs of the BLAS/LAPACK
libraries are a common problem for many small to medium sized projects, which has lead to the
development of software that wraps the BLAS/LAPACK APIs into a more user friendly interface.
Notable examples of such linear algebra libraries are:

• Armadillo C++ [9]

• Eigen [34]

• Ginkgo [40]

• CUSP [27]

• ViennaCL [117]

Armadillo C++ and Eigen are user friendly, actively developed and well documented. Their
most significant disadvantage is that they both lack GPGPU capabilities, making them unsuited
for the test cases. Ginkgo is a strong alternative to Armadillo C++ and Eigen, featuring extensive
GPGPU capabilities. However, the library is not the most user friendly, focusing more on being
a direct competitor to BLAS/LAPACK implementations.
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CUSP and ViennaCL are interesting projects, providing not only the standard linear algebra
functions, but also algebraic multigrid methods. On top of that, they have strong GPGPU capabil-
ities, making them seemingly ideal candidates for the test cases. Sadly, both libraries have not seen
active development for several years, significantly reducing their appeal. All things considered,
none of the aforementioned linear algebra libraries meet all of the design requirements:

• User friendly object oriented interface like Numpy [64].

• Based on Intel MKL and NVIDIA cuBLAS, cuSPARSE, cuSOLVER etc.

• Explicit control of host/device data location.

• CRS sparse matrix support.

• Float and Double data types support.

• Easy interfacing with Matlab and Python.

In an attempt to meet these requirements and as a good learning experience, the CMAT
library was developed from scratch. CMAT stands for CUDA, MKL, AmgX and Thrust [113].
Many design choices are borrowed from other projects, specifically Armadillo C++, NumPy and
CUSP, focusing on familiarity and low development burden. More details about CMAT and the
code can be found on Github (https://github.com/lucasbekker/CMaT).

7.2 Synthetic benchmarks

The synthetic benchmarks presented in this section aim to demonstrate how some of the key
subroutines of the algebraic multigrid preconditioned GMRES numerical algorithm test case per-
form on the CPU and GPU. Specifically, the following three functions are tested:

• Matrix-matrix multiplication

• Dense direct matrix solve

• Fast Fourier transform

Matrix-matrix multiplication is an important subroutine of algebraic multigrid methods, be-
cause it forms the basis of applying the quantization operator in the Galerkin product B = QTAQ.
At the higher levels of a cycle (see chapter 6.2), matrix dimensions are usually so large that sparse
matrix storage formats like CRS [20] are the only viable options. In contrast, the lower levels of
the cycle have matrix dimensions that are small enough for dense matrix storage, having numerous
advantages in terms of regular memory access and memory operations in general.

Dense, as in non-sparse, direct matrix solve also constitutes a mayor aspect of algebraic mul-
tigrid methods. The solve step performed at the lowest level of the cycle is generally based on
dense matrix direct solve methods like the QR factorization [83] algorithm.

The final synthetic benchmark is based on the fast Fourier transform algorithm, also known
as FFT. The FFT algorithm is not part of the aggregated algebraic multigrid preconditioned
GMRES test case, but does showcase how memory bandwidth bound mathematical operations
perform. The most notable example of memory bandwidth bound operations are of the kind
y = αx + βy, where x and y are vectors. These kind of operations form the basis of the Gram-
Schmidt orthogonalization step of the Arnoldi iteration (see chapter 5.8) of GMRES.

The synthetic benchmarks are provided by the GPUBench package provided by the MathWorks
Parallel Computing Toolbox Team for Matlab. More information can be found at the Mathworks
file exchange [43].
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Matrix-matrix multiplication

The GPUBench package tests the dense matrix-matrix multiplication performance and ex-
presses the results in GFLOPS (109 number of FLoating point OPerations per Second). The two
matrices are square and comprised of random numbers (uniformly distributed between 0 and 1),
ensuring the most representative performance figures. The range of tested matrix sizes starts at
n2 = 1024 and stops when it is out of memory, which occurs at n2 = 6.7× 107 on these hardware
platforms. The amount of floating point operations for these tests is assumed to be 2n3 − n2,
which can be executed by n3 FMA operations. However, less näıve implementations have been
provided and can reduce the complexity to O(n2.373) [55].

Figure 7.1: Loglog plot of the runtime efficiency tests of dense matrix-matrix multiplication for
double precision data elements.

The results as presented by figure 7.1 show clear signs of adhering to the roofline performance
model [86]. The performance scales with the problem size for smaller test cases, but larger test
cases run into some form of limitation, keeping the performance relatively constant.

Looking at the results, the first thing that stands out is the fact that CPUs perform considerably
better than GPUs up until about n2 = 1.0× 106. One aspect that contributes to this behaviour is
the high amount of SIMD lanes of GPUs compared to CPUs. The SPMD programming model (see
chapter 4) dictates that each SIMD lane is responsible for the execution of a single compute kernel
instance, which means that the maximum performance cannot be achieved if the total amount
of launched kernel instances is lower than the amount of available SIMD lanes. Small test cases
are unable to split the problem into many data independent sub-programs, resulting in significant
under utilization of the execution units for the GPUs.
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The second thing that stands out from the results is the much higher slope of performance
increase for GPUs than for CPUs. This can be attributed to the higher latency of GPUs. Executing
a function on a GPU involves more steps than on a CPU, as things like the GPU driver and PCIe
connection contribute to a larger overhead. When the problem size increases, this overhead forms
a smaller part of the total execution time, resulting in a slope that scales with the amount of
overhead.

Finally, the best performance is achieved by the NVIDIA TITAN Black, out performing the
other GPUs and CPUs because it possesses many more double precision SIMD lanes than any
other device in these tests. Any problem size smaller than n2 = 1.0 × 106 is best executed on
the CPU, with the AVX-512 enabled Intel i7-7820x performing better than the AVX2 Intel Xeon
E5-1650v3. The relative difference between the Intel i7-7820x and Intel Xeon E5-1650v3 is smaller
than expected. This could be caused by not using the correct AVX-512 based intrinsic functions
or compiler flags, but this is conjecture.

Figure 7.2: Loglog plot of the runtime efficiency tests of dense matrix-matrix multiplication for
single precision data elements.

Running the same tests, but using single precision instead of double precision shows largely
the same results. The Intel i7-7820x tends to maintain its performance advantage over the other
devices. However, the Intel Xeon E5-1650v3 is already surpassed from the n2 = 6.6 × 104 mark
onwards by the NVIDIA TITAN Black.
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It is not quite clear why the NVIDIA TITAN Black performs better than the other GPUs in
the region below n2 = 6.6×104, but it might be due to the fact that the CUDA version that ships
with Matlab R2019a predates the release of both the NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti and NVIDIA RTX
2060 super. This could cause some suboptimal code paths in the GPU driver and CUDA runtime
library, but this is conjecture.

The best performance for large problem sizes was attained by the NVIDIA RTX 2060 super,
closely followed by the NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti and the NVIDIA TITAN Black in third place, which
is interesting in a number of ways. Firstly, the very small difference between the NVIDIA RTX
2060 super and the NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti is noteworthy, because the peak FP32 performance
of the latter is significantly lower. The NVIDIA RTX 2060 super has an advertised peak FP32
performance of 7181 GFLOPS, whereas the NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti only reaches 5437 GFLOPS.
In other words, the n2 = 6.7 × 107 test case is not large enough to fully amortize the latency of
GPUs.

The second thing that makes these results interesting is the performance difference between the
NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti and the NVIDIA TITAN Black. The NVIDIA TITAN Black is about 50%
less performant at n2 = 6.7 × 107 than the NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti, even though the advertised
peak FP32 performance is actually very comparable at 5645 GFLOPS. This difference can be
attributed to the INT32 execution units of the Turing microarchitecture. The NVIDIA TITAN
Black has to emulate the INT32 calculations required for the memory pointer arithmetic using
the FP32 execution units, requiring interleaved execution of regular FP32 FMA operations and
INT32 operations. The NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti can perform the INT32 calculations at the same
time as the FP32 FMA operations, allowing both higher peak performance and lower latency.

Going back to the performance of the CPUs, both the FP32 and FP64 performance curves
show a small plateau around the n2 = 104 mark. These kind of ”steps” are indicative of cache
related effects. The n2 = 4.1 × 103 test case can store all the information in the cache memory
of the CPU, whereas the n2 = 1.6 × 104 test case needs to store at least some of the data in
the much slower DRAM memory. As a result, the reduced relative overhead contribution to the
execution time of the larger test case is mostly negated by the increased latency of the DRAM
memory accesses.
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Direct solve

The second class of tests performed by the GPUBench package is solving a linear system of
equations using a direct solver. Noteworthy is the complication that the exact algorithm is un-
known, because the Matlab backslash ”\” is used. This black box Matlab routine is a very powerful
tool in practice, but significantly complicates comparison to other research. Dense matrices like
the ones used for these tests are often solved using the QR factorization, but the closed source
nature of the backslash routine makes it impossible to know for certain.

The problem sizes range from n2 = 1024 to n2 = 6.7 × 107. The matrices are comprised of
a random part with the value 100 added to the diagonal elements and the right hand side is a
random vector of length n. These test problems are non symmetric and typically non diagonally
dominant, making them as generic as possible. The amount of operations is estimated to be
2/3× n3 + 3/2× n2. This estimate is provided by the development team behind the GPUBench
package, as they are employed by Mathworks, they most likely have access to the most accurate
information about the backslash routine.

Figure 7.3: Loglog plot of the runtime efficiency tests of dense matrix direct solve for double
precision data elements.

The results of the tests using double precision data elements are presented in figure 7.3. All
the devices adhere to the roofline performance model, but the NVIDIA RTX 2060 super and the
GTX 1660 Ti are textbook examples.
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When compared to the results found for matrix-matrix multiplication, the first thing to stand
out is the much larger performance difference between the Intel i7-7820x and the Intel Xeon E5-
1650v3. The n2 = 6.6 × 104 test case is especially interesting, as the almost 600% performance
improvement cannot be explained by the higher core count and AVX-512 capabilities alone. The
Intel Xeon E5-1650v3 has an advertised peak FP64 performance of 336 GFLOPS, whereas the
Intel i7-7820x advertises 921.6 GFLOPS, which amounts to only about 275%.

The most likely candidate for the remainder of the performance improvements are the cache
memory differences between the Haswell EP and Skylake-X microarchitectures. Without going
into too much detail, the Skylake-X microarchitecture has a very different cache structure than
the Haswell EP microarchitecture. The L2 cache of Skylake-X is significantly larger and the L3
cache is no longer inclusive, which seem to result in significant latency reductions. This allows the
Intel i7-7820x to not only achieve higher performance levels than the Intel Xeon E5-1650v3, but
also reach those performance levels for smaller problems.

The second thing to stand out is the performance of the GPUs in the n2 = 103 to n2 = 104

range. Matrix-matrix multiplication showed that the NVIDIA TITAN Black had a performance
advantage, but the backslash test case favours the Turing microarchitecture devices for small
problem sizes. It is hard to tell what causes this difference, but the additional cache memory of
the Turing microarchitecture might be responsible.

The larger problem sizes see the best performance achieved by the NVIDIA TITAN Black, but
the difference between the best CPU and the best GPU is relatively small.

Figure 7.4: Loglog plot of the runtime efficiency tests of dense matrix direct solve for single
precision data elements.
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Running the same tests, but using single precision instead of double precision results in the per-
formance numbers shown in figure 7.4.

Revisiting the performance difference between the CPUs in the n2 = 6.6 × 104 range shows
that the difference has decreased from 600% to about 400%, which is a lot closer to the 275%
performance improvements that AVX-512 capabilities and higher core count present. This further
solidifies the notion that reduced latency caused by the increased L2 capacity is responsible for
much of the improvements above those already provided by the AVX-512 capabilities. Changing
from FP64 to FP32 amounts to data size savings of roughly 50%, reducing the benefits provided
by the larger L2 cache memory capacity.

As for the GPU performance in the n2 = 103 to n2 = 105 range, basically the same behaviour
is observed as in the FP64 case, with the slight distinction that the slope of the NVIDIA TITAN
Black seems to be somewhat lower than the Turing microarchitecture devices. These results don’t
directly underline the proposition that the increased cache of the Turing microarchitecture is at
the root of this performance difference, but also don’t rule it out. All in all, it is not really clear
what is causing this, but the fact that CPUs tend to perform better in the n2 = 103 to n2 = 104

range does reduce the overall relevance.

The GPU performance trends after the n2 = 105 mark are very comparable to those found for
large FP32 matrix-matrix multiplication. The NVIDIA TITAN Black achieves about 50% of the
performance attained by the NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti, courtesy of the INT32 execution units. The
relative performance difference between the NVIDIA RTX 2060 super and the NVIDIA GTX 1660
Ti is very much in line with what is to be expected based on the advertised performance of the
GPUs, 7181 GFLOPS for the former and 5437 GFLOPS for the latter. It should be noted that
the absolute performance achieved by the NVIDIA RTX 2060 super is slightly higher than the
advertised value, due to the higher than standard operating frequency of this particular example.
The same goes for the Intel i7-7820x.
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FFT

The last class of tests performed by the GPUBench package is the FFT routine. Fourier
transformations are an essential step in many numerical algorithms and the ability to transform
time domain signals into frequency information as fast as possible is vital to many applications.
The definition of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is as follows:

Xk =

N−1∑
j=0

xj · e−
i2π
N kj (7.1)

For sequences {xj} = x0, x1, ..., xN−1 and {Xk} = X0, X1, ..., XN−1.

The näıve implementation of DFT on a vector of length n would result in O(n2) amount of
floating point operations. However, the Cooley-Tukey (and derivatives) FFT algorithm [23] first
discovered by Carl Friedrich Gauss was able to reduce the complexity to O(n log(n)). The basic
operation stays the same as the one presented in (7.1).

In terms of the SPMD programming model, FFT can be relatively straightforward. Xk is
independent of every Xl 6=k, making it possible to launch n kernel instances for every element of
{Xn}. n is typically large, ensuring that the high amount of SIMD lanes of GPUs and modern
CPUs can all be used effectively. Investigating the applicability of FMA also provides positive
results. Equation (7.1) reveals that the kernel consists of a summation of products, resulting in
the following heavily simplified pseudo code for the kernel:

1 : for j in some range
2 : Xk = Xk + x̃j × α(k, j)
3 : end

Line 2 consists of a single FMA operation, neglecting the operations required for evaluating the
sine and cosine at the heart of α(k, j). Using FMA operations to calculate the value of α(k, j) can
be achieved by way of a Taylor expansion. Overall, FMA operations can very effectively replace
the separate multiplications and additions of the kernel.

The reason for the inclusion of the FFT routine as a synthetic benchmark are the similarities
between the heavily simplified pseudo code for the kernel and line 11 of the optimized GMRES
algorithm presented in section 5.5 (w = w −H(j, i)vj). The performance bottlenecks of FFT are
expected to be very similar to those of the update step of the Arnoldi iteration, which can be a
very time consuming part of the GMRES algorithm.

The FFT test cases consist of complex and random valued vectors of length n. The GPUBench
package assumes that the amount of floating point operations are 5×nlog(n), but does not provide
any information as to which specific version of the FFT algorithm is used or how the value 5 was
determined. The GPUBench package also states that the FFT algorithm is generally memory
bandwidth bound.

The final thing to note is the complication arising from the availability of intrinsic functions [52]
for trigonometric calculations like the sine and cosine required to evaluate α(k, j). These intrinsic
functions use specially developed hardware to greatly accelerate their performance compared to
that attained by regular FMA operations based implementations. The disadvantage of intrinsic
functions is that they provide less accurate results and are less versatile. It does not seem likely
that Matlab uses intrinsic functions, but the closed source nature of the FFT routine doesn’t allow
for verification.
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Figure 7.5: Loglog plot of the runtime efficiency tests of fast Fourier transformation with double
precision data elements.

Figure 7.5 shows the runtime efficiency results of the FFT algorithm for double precision
complex valued vectors. The first thing to stand out is the apparent departure from the roofline
performance model for the CPU results. However, it is more likely that the roofline performance
model still applies, but is not demonstrated because of the selected vector lengths. The Intel
i7-7820x has 128 FP64 SIMD lanes (2× 8× 8) and the Intel Xeon E5-1650v3 has 48 SIMD lanes
(2× 4× 6), which in both cases is much less than the smallest problem size of n = 1024.

The CPU results also show a very distinct bump in the n = 104 to n = 106 range. The
performance difference of about 250% to 300% suggests that this range of problem sizes is compute
bound, as the advertised peak compute performance of the Intel i7-7820x is about 275% higher
than that of the Intel Xeon E5-1650v3. Looking at the CPU results around the n = 107 mark
reveals a much smaller performance difference. This is to be expected from memory bandwidth
bound numerical algorithms, as the DRAM memory performance of the Intel i7-7820x platform is
very similar to that of the Intel Xeon E5-1650v3 platform.

Comparing the CPU results with those of the GPUs provides further proof of the highly parallel
nature of the FFT algorithm. The NVIDIA TITAN Black performs the best at every problem
size but the smallest one and the other GPUs surpass the performance of the CPUs around the
n = 104 mark. This very strong showing of the GPUs proves their ability to effectively employ the
high amount of SIMD lanes they have at their disposal, even for relatively small problem sizes.
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The performance differences between the GPUs are remarkable. The assumption that FFT is a
memory bandwidth bound algorithm does not seem to apply, because the NVIDIA TITAN Black
has about 30% less memory bandwidth than the NVIDIA RTX 2060 super, but outperforms it
by a considerable margin. However, the assumption that FFT is not memory bandwidth bound
does not concur with the results of the CPUs. An alternative explanation for these conflicting
results is that the Turing microarchitecture devices perform worse than they should, which might
be caused by the older version of CUDA, but this is conjecture.

Figure 7.6: Loglog plot of the runtime efficiency tests of fast Fourier transformation with single
precision data elements.

The results from the same tests, but using FP32 data elements are presented in figure 7.6. The
performance differences between the GPUs are more in line with the expectations for memory
bandwidth bound algorithms. The NVIDIA RTX 2060 super with a memory bandwidth of 448
GB/s outperforms the NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti with a memory bandwidth of 288 GB/s by about
50%. The NVIDIA TITAN Black with a memory bandwidth of 336 GB/s reaches about the same
performance level of the NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti, indicating that the Turing microarchitecture has
more efficient memory controllers than the Kepler microarchitecture.

When comparing the FP32 and FP64 results, two things stand out. The first is the relative
performance of the NVIDIA TITAN Black, which is twice as high as the FP64 results. This
is another indication of the FFT algorithm being memory bandwidth bound, because it reflects
the data size reduction of FP32 to FP64 values. The second thing to stand out is the CPU
performance. The Intel Xeon E5-1650v3 does not have a bump in the n = 104 to n = 106 range.
The Intel i7-7820x still has a peak between n = 105 and n = 106, but it is much less pronounced.
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7.3 GMRES and AMG

Section 7.2 demonstrated how certain subroutines of AMG preconditioned GMRES perform,
specifically investigating how the runtime performance behaves under varying problem sizes,
devices and floating point data types. The results from the synthetic benchmarks can be summar-
ized as follows:

• Small problem sizes perform better on the CPU than on the GPU.

• The results adhere to the roofline performance model.

• INT32 and FP64 execution units on GPUs can have a strong impact on the performance.

• More complex kernels perform relatively well on CPUs.

This section tests the runtime efficiency of the AMG preconditioned GMRES test case, building
on the findings of section 7.2. The restarted GMRES iterative solver is tested separately, in order
to better evaluate which elements of the AMG preconditioned GMRES test case have the largest
impact on the runtime efficiency.

The most significant difference between the tests in this section and the synthetic benchmarks
is that the test matrices are not based on random numbers. As chapter 5 illustrates, the amount
of iterations required to solve a given system of linear equations depends on the properties of
the matrix. Random number based matrices are not representative of real world problems, which
is why they are not used for the tests. Restarted GMRES requires positive definite matrices to
guaranty convergence and the aggregated algebraic multigrid method assumes smoothness of the
solution. A convenient way to construct matrices that are representative of real world problems, are
positive definite and produce smooth solutions, is to discretize elliptic boundary value problems.

Poisson

One of the most elementary elliptic boundary value problems is based on Poisson’s equation:

∇2ϕ(x) = f(x) ∀x ∈ Ω := (0, 1)× (0, 1)

f(x) = 1 ∀x ∈ Ω

ϕ(x) = 0 ∀x ∈ δΩ
(7.2)

Using the finite difference method with a 5 point stencil results in the discrete Poisson equation:

Ax = b with b = ∆x2[1, 1, ..., 1]T (7.3)

A is an n×n matrix, with n = N2 and N the amount of grid points along the e1 and e2 directions.
∆x = 1/(N + 1) is the distance between the grid points.

A =



4 −1 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
−1 4 −1 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 −1 4 0 0 −1 0 0 0
−1 0 0 4 −1 0 −1 0 0
0 −1 0 −1 4 −1 0 −1 0
0 0 −1 0 −1 4 0 0 −1
0 0 0 −1 0 0 4 −1 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 −1 4 −1
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 −1 4


(7.4)

Equation (7.4) shows an example matrix A for N = 3.
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Convection diffusion

The second elliptic boundary value problem used for the tests is based on the convection diffusion
problem:

D∇2u(x) + v(x) · ∇u(x) = 0 ∀x ∈ Ω := (0, 1)× (0, 1)

v(x) = (1, 1) ∀x ∈ Ω

D = 0.0001

u(x) = 0 ∀x ∈ 0× [0, 1]

u(x) = cosh(1) sin(x1) ∀x ∈ [0, 1]× 1

du

dn
(x) = 0 ∀x ∈ [0, 1]× 0

du

dn
(x) = cos(1) cosh(x2) ∀x ∈ 1× [0, 1]

(7.5)

The low value of D makes this boundary value problem more hyperbolic than the Poisson problem,
while still being elliptic.

The finite element method is used to discretize this boundary value problem, using square elements
and piece wise linear test functions. A grid that contains (N−1) elements in the e1 and e2 directions
results in a linear system of equations:

Ax = b (7.6)

Where A is an n× n matrix, with n = N2.

Problem scaling

The synthetic benchmarks use matrices and vectors of increasing size to scale the amount of
operations required to solve the problem. This approach works very well for problems that have a
complexity that scales with n. However, multigrid methods are specifically designed to not scale
with the dimension of the problem, such that the amount of iterations required for convergence is
independent on n. This complication can be circumvented by changing the quality of the initial
guess x0 for the GMRES iterative solver.

Standard practice for the initial guess of GMRES is to take x0 = b, allowing manipulation
of the initial guess through the right hand side vector b. Changing the right hand side of the
Poisson problem to b = [1, 1, ..., 1]T makes that test case more difficult for increasing values of N
and does so in a predictable manner. The right hand side of the convection diffusion problem is
left unaltered. This allows investigation of the effects of additional finer levels of the aggregated
algebraic multigrid preconditioner on runtime efficiency.

Solver and preconditioner parameters

The aggregated algebraic multigrid preconditioned generalized minimum residual iterative
solver can be configured in many ways, with potentially significant implications for runtime ef-
ficiency. Time constraints prevent an exhaustive analysis of these effects, necessitating a scope
restriction.

Most of the configuration choices are discussed briefly, highlighting some of the considerations
and implications. Certain configuration options are tested using a subset of devices and matrices,
to illustrate their effects.
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Restarted GMRES

This section presents runtime efficiency tests of the restarted generalized minimum residual
iterative solver algorithm. Using GMRES without a preconditioner is very uncommon and as such
not representative of real world applications, but it does allow insight into the runtime efficiency
gains of the algebraic multigrid preconditioner. The flexible variant of GMRES is used because
it will be required when the AMG preconditioner is enabled. The tests are performed using the
Intel i7-7820x, NVIDIA RTX 2060 super and NVIDIA TITAN Black, as they are the devices that
demonstrated the best results in the synthetic benchmarks.

The tests are conducted for convection diffusion problems using FP64 values and four matrix
sizes; n = 100, n = 1000, n = 10000 and n = 100000. The convection diffusion problem is used
because it is not modified like the Poisson problem. FP64 data elements are used because this is
required for ill conditioned problems. Each test is repeated four times and the results averaged.

The restart value is set at either m = 20 or m = 100. A high restart value has the mathematical
advantage of providing faster and more robust convergence, because the Krylov projection space
is of higher quality (see chapter 5). The disadvantages of high restart values are numerous, as the
larger Krylov space requires more memory capacity and increases the amount of vectors that need
to be orthogonolized. The memory requirements of (flexible) GMRES are dominated by the size
of matrix containing the basis vectors of the projection space. The length of the basis vectors is
equal to the problem matrix dimension and the amount of basis vectors is controlled by the restart
value. As a rule of thumb, the restart value is typically set at the same order of magnitude as the
amount of bands of the problem matrix, meaning that m = 20 is a reasonable choice for both the
Poisson and the convection diffusion problem. A higher value like m = 100 is typically only used
if the problem matrix requires the additional robustness for convergence.

The second aspect that can influence the convergence speed of GMRES is the orthogonalization
method used in the Arnoldi iteration. Ill conditioned problem matrices will generate Krylov space
vectors that are close to linearly dependent, causing the basis vectors of the projection space to
be very susceptible to round-off errors in the orthogonalization method. These round-off errors
can result in a significantly degraded basis for the projection space, ultimately requiring more
iterations to reach convergence.

The three most common orthogonalization methods in use by GMRES implementations are;
Gram-Schmidt, modified Gram-Schmidt and Householder transformations [97]. Gram-Schmidt
orthogonolizes a vector with respect to a collection of other vectors in parallel. The disadvantage
of this approach is that the round-off error components are not orthogonolized, which can cause
a significant degradation in orthogonality. Modified Gram-Schmidt alleviates this problem by
taking a sequential approach. This way, the round-off error components of a previous step are
orthogonolized in the next step, reducing the overall effect of round-off errors.

The amount of floating point operations of the Gram-Schmidt and modified Gram-Schmidt
methods are the same, but the more parallel nature of the Gram-Schmidt method allows for much
faster execution of the Arnoldi iteration. However, GMRES using modified Gram-Schmidt usually
has a higher runtime efficiency because the improved quality of the basis vectors can reduce the
amount of iterations required for convergence. The improved robustness and runtime efficiency
of modified Gram-Schmidt make the unmodified Gram-Schmidt method unpopular in practice.
Householder transformations are even more numerically stable than modified Gram-Schmidt [98],
but do require about twice as many floating point operations to execute [88]. The AmgX library
employs modified Gram-Schmidt for the Arnoldi iteration (see line 514 of [41]).
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Results

Table 7.2 shows that all of the tested matrix sizes converged for both m = 20 and m = 100.
Matrix size n = 100 demands further attention, as it takes more iterations to achieve convergence
than n = 1000. Solving the convection diffusion problem using n = 100 (N = 10) results in a
numerically unstable solution, which is no longer the case for n = 1000 (N = 32). The much less
smooth solution of the n = 100 case requires more iterations because the initial guess x0 is less
accurate. Looking at figures 7.7 and 7.8 reveals that the higher amount of iterations required for
the n = 100 case compared to the n = 1000 case results in a higher runtime, except for the Intel
i7-7820x with m = 20 combination.

Matrix size n 100 1000 10000 100000
Norm m = 20 9.5547× 10−7 9.8656× 10−7 9.5275× 10−7 9.9980× 10−7

Norm m = 100 3.9130× 10−7 7.2917× 10−7 9.7853× 10−7 9.9892× 10−7

Iterations m = 20 671 202 1560 16545
Iterations m = 100 85 79 411 4662

Table 7.2: The absolute norm of the residual and total amount of iterations of unpreconditioned
restarted GMRES for the convection diffusion problems.

The amount of FMA operations of GMRES can be deduced from the optimized GMRES
algorithm as presented in chapter 5.5. Only considering the operations that apply to vectors of
length n results in the following equation:

# FMA operations = O
(
it× n×

(
nnz(A)

n
+ 2m+ 2

))
(7.7)

Where it is the amount of iterations and nnz(A) is the amount of non-zero values of the problem
matrix.

Figure 7.7: Amount of time required to reach convergence.
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Equation (7.7) by itself cannot explain why the n = 100 case has a higher runtime than the
n = 1000 case, because n increases more than it decreases. The problem is that the sequential
nature of the modified Gram-Schmidt method does not fit in the SPMD programming model,
meaning that the only parallelization comes from the elementary BLAS operations. The n = 100
case is a lot less efficient at keeping all the SIMD lanes occupied than the n = 1000 case, making
the impact of the amount of iterations more pronounced than the impact of longer vectors.

The second aspect that corroborates the notion that insufficient parallelism is to blame for
the higher than expected runtime of the n = 100 case is the performance difference between the
Intel i7-7820x CPU and the GPUs. The CPU is far less dependent on high amounts of parallelism
to achieve good performance, which is why the Intel i7-7820x suffers a much less severe runtime
penalty than the NVIDIA TITAN Black and RTX 2060 super.

Closer inspection of figures 7.7 and 7.8 reveals that the runtimes of the GPUs scales linearly
with the amount of iterations performed. This is a marked difference from the CPU results, which
show a quadratic dependence on n in the n = 104 to n = 105 range. It is difficult to know for sure
without a profiler analysis, but it seems reasonable to assume that the runtime of a single iteration
scales linearly with n. The amount of required iterations also scales linearly with n, transforming
equation (7.7) into ”# FMA operations = O(n2)”. Under these assumptions, it can be concluded
that the CPU runtimes are linearly dependent on the amount of FMA operations in the n = 104

to n = 105 range.

Figure 7.8: Amount of time required to reach convergence.

Comparing the m = 20 with the m = 100 results show that setting the restart value at 100
causes lower runtimes in all the tested cases. It also proves to be numerically more robust, as the
n = 100 case requires about 700% less iterations. The n = 100 case is interesting, because setting
the restart value at 100 results in non-restarted GMRES for that particular case. The theory
dictates that the exact (up to numerical precision) solution must have been reached at the 100th
iteration, which seems plausible for a residual norm of 3.9130× 10−7 at iteration 85.
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Overall, the NVIDIA RTX 2060 super is slightly slower in the n = 100 to n = 10000 range than
the Intel i7-7820x, but already significantly faster for the n = 105 case. The linear dependency on
the amount of iterations also suggests that preconditioned GMRES will perform even better on
the GPU than the CPU, as preconditioning tends to decrease the amount of required iterations
for convergence.

Looking at the GPU results, the NVIDIA RTX 2060 super performs consistently better than
the NVIDIA TITAN Black. The synthetic benchmarks show that the NVIDIA TITAN Black
almost always outperforms the NVIDIA RTX 2060 super in tests using FP64 data elements. The
only exception is the backslash test (figure 7.3), where the NVIDIA RTX 2060 super maintains a
consistent lead over the NVIDIA TITAN Black in the n2 = 103 to n2 = 104 range. Again, it is
difficult to tell without a detailed profiler analysis, but it could be that the pointer arithmetic has
a large impact on the runtimes. The NVIDIA TITAN Black uses its FP32 SIMD lanes to perform
INT32 operations, whereas the NVIDIA RTX 2060 super has dedicated INT32 execution units.

A second possibility is that the Turing microarchitectures lower execution unit latency is re-
sponsible. The NVIDIA tuning guide [115] states that the latency of the floating point execution
units has dropped from 6 to 4, which is consistent with the performance differences between the
NVIDIA TITAN Black and NVIDIA RTX 2060 super.
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Aggregation AMG preconditioned GMRES

The aggregation algebraic multigrid preconditioned GMRES iterative solver test case runtime
efficiency results are presented in this section. The results are compared to the results of the
unpreconditioned GMRES test case to investigate the runtime efficiency differences caused by the
aggregation AMG preconditioner. The devices used for the tests are the NVIDIA TITAN Black,
NVIDIA RTX 2060 super and NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti. These tests do not contain any CPU results,
as AmgX does not support aggregation AMG on the CPU. AmgX does support classical AMG
on the CPU, but does not have an implementation of a coarse level direct solver, making this
functionality a lot less valuable.

The tests are conducted for both the convection diffusion and Poisson problems using FP64
values. Five matrix sizes are tested; n = 100, n = 1000, n = 10000, n = 100000 and n = 1000000.
The n = 100 case is only tested for the Poisson problem, as the numerical instability of the
convection diffusion n = 100 case is conflicting with the smoothness requirement of the AMG
preconditioner. The restart value of GMRES is set at 20 to balance performance and memory
requirements. Larger values for n produce out of memory errors for m = 20, which is why
n = 1000000 is the largest case.

The parameters of the aggregation AMG preconditioner are:

• Cycle type: V or F

• Number of cycles: 1

• Maximum number of levels: 10

• Coarsening stopping criteria: 128 rows

• Smoother: Jacobi

• Smoother iterations: 3

• Coarse level solver: dense LU decomposition

• Aggregation size: 4

These parameters are fairly standard and experimentation has shown that they constitute a
good preconditioner for a variety of matrices. The AmgX reference guide ([6] page 144) indicates
that the F cycle generally results in the highest runtime efficiency for CPU based AMG imple-
mentations, whereas the V cycle is more efficient for GPU implementations. The F cycle has
relatively many coarse grid corrections compared to the V cycle. The results from the ”Matlab
backslash FP64” and ”Matrix-matrix multiplication FP64” synthetic benchmarks show that CPUs
perform much better than GPUs for small matrix sizes. Both cycle types are tested to verify the
claim and to get a better understanding of the runtime efficiency bottlenecks.

The selected smoother is the Jacobi iterative solver, mainly because it is highly parallelizable
and relatively simple. Others were tested (in a limited fashion), but did not how significant benefits
in either runtime efficiency or numerical robustness. The amount of smoother iterations is slightly
higher than normal (1 according the the AmgX reference guide) to increase the effectiveness.
The aggregation size of 4 is somewhat conservative, but the high amount of maximum levels per
cycle ensures that the coarsest level of the cycle never contains a matrix larger than the specified
128× 128. Looking at the n = 1000000 case, setting the aggregation size to 4 results in roughly 8
levels, whereas setting the aggregation size at 8 results in roughly 6 levels. The coarse level solver
is dense matrix LU decomposition, because it is the only direct solver provided by AmgX.
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Results

Looking at the results presented in table 7.3 indicates that there does appear to be a rela-
tion between n and the amount of iterations required for convergence. Multigrid methods were
developed to abolish that dependency, but aggregation algebraic multigrid does not succeed com-
pletely in that goal. It should be noted that this optimality property has only been proven for
geometric multigrid and is generally considered unreasonable to demand from algebraic multigrid.

The Poisson n = 100 problem is special, because its size transforms the AMG preconditioned
GMRES iterative solver into a dense LU direct solver. The no-further-coarsening-criteria is satis-
fied at the finest level, meaning that the dense LU solver is used on the original problem matrix.
This is reflected in the single iteration required for convergence and the close to machine precision
norm of the residual.

n 100 1000 10000 100000 1000000
# it. condif F cycle 12 17 22 41
# it. condif V cycle 12 25 41 107
# it. Poisson F cycle 1 10 19 32 47
# it. Poisson V cycle 1 10 24 59 135
Res. condif F cycle 6.76× 10−7 7.90× 10−7 7.19× 10−7 8.40× 10−7

Res. condif V cycle 6.76× 10−7 8.00× 10−7 8.71× 10−7 9.26× 10−7

Res. Poisson F cycle 3.11× 10−14 8.02× 10−7 5.12× 10−7 7.11× 10−7 8.09× 10−7

Res. Poisson V cycle 3.11× 10−14 8.02× 10−7 6.80× 10−7 8.87× 10−7 9.46× 10−7

Table 7.3: The absolute norm of the residual and total amount of iterations of AMG preconditioned
GMRES.

The second aspect about the amount of iterations are the scaling differences between the
convection diffusion problem and the Poisson problem. The Poisson problem is modified to not
only increase the problem difficulty by making the matrix larger, but also decrease the accuracy of
the initial guess. This indeed results in a somewhat stronger increase of the amount of iterations for
the Poisson problem than for the convection diffusion problem, but the difference is not very large.
This can be explained by the predominantly low spatial frequency error components introduced
by the modification, which are effectively dampened by the first couple of coarse grid corrections.

Regarding the impact of the type of cycle used, the F cycle requires significantly less iterations
to converge than the V cycle. The n = 1000 case only has two levels, in which case the F and
V cycles are equivalent. The differences between the F cycle and the V cycle get progressively
larger as n increases, which is to be expected, as the amount of smoothing steps and coarse grid
corrections increases faster for F cycles than for V cycles with deeper levels. The F cycle also has
a reduced memory footprint compared to the V cycle, because the amount of vectors that need to
be stored by the FGMRES outer iterative solver is reduced. Finally, the FGMRES outer iterative
solver rarely restarts, making those effects comparatively small.
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Convection diffusion

The runtime results from the convection diffusion problem are shown in figures 7.9 and 7.10.
The first thing to stand out is the large difference between the NVIDIA TITAN Black and the
Turing microarchitecture devices in the n = 103 to n = 105 range. Further investigation reveals
that the initial loading time of the AmgX library components and related tasks takes about 0.3
seconds for the Turing based devices and about 0.2 seconds for the NVIDIA TITAN Black. The
cause of this difference is unknown, but it may be that the AmgX symbols compiled for the sm 75
(Turing) intermediate representation require more bytes than the symbols for the sm 35 (Kepler)
intermediate representation, see chapter 4 for more information.

A detailed profiler analysis might shed more light on the matter, but the absolute difference
of 0.1 seconds is arguably not worth the trouble for most situations. Overall, the fact that 0.1
seconds of increased overhead is relatively large compared to the total runtime of solving a problem
with a million degrees of freedom can only be described as a luxury problem and indicative of the
effectiveness of the aggregation AMG preconditioner and GPGPU in general. As a final note on
the overhead, the setup phase of the AMG preconditioner constitutes roughly 10% of the total
runtime. This setup phase is responsible for the construction of the compressed matrices and
associated interpolation/quantization operators.

Figure 7.9: Amount of time required to reach convergence.

The second thing to stand out is the fact that the V cycle produces longer runtimes than
the F cycle, which is a contradiction to the statement of the AmgX reference guide. Comparing
the runtime per iteration of AMG F cycle preconditioned GMRES with that of unpreconditioned
GMRES reveals that the amount of time per iteration roughly doubles on average. This doubling
is reduced further for the V cycle case, meaning that the a considerable amount of the total
runtime originates from the outer GMRES iterative solver. The performance advantage of the F
cycle might very well disappear when a different outer iterative solver is employed.
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The results from the V cycle in figure 7.10 are very similar to those of the F cycle in figure 7.9.
The scaling in the n = 103 to n = 105 range is mostly dominated by the overhead as discussed
earlier. Only the n = 106 case shows significant differences, where the V cycle is about 50% slower
than the F cycle.

Figure 7.10: Amount of time required to reach convergence.

Neglecting the differences between the devices in the n = 103 to n = 105 range, the NVIDIA
RTX 2060 super performs the best for both cycle types. This is in line with the results from
the restarted GMRES tests in the previous section. The fact that the NVIDIA TITAN Black is
slower than the NVIDIA RTX 2060 super indicates that the FP64 execution units do not form the
bottleneck. The memory bandwidth doesn’t seem to be the performance limiting factor either,
because the NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti has about the same runtime as the NVIDIA TITAN Black,
but only 85% of the memory bandwidth. Finally, the floating point execution unit latency is also
excluded as a bottleneck, as that would require the performance of both Turing based devices to
be the same.

The only conclusion that can be drawn from these results is that overhead related aspects of
the AmgX library and the sequential nature of the GMRES outer iterative solver dominate the
runtime efficiency of AMG preconditioned GMRES. Obtaining the best runtime efficiency can
thus be achieved by minimizing the amount of outer iterations through focusing on the quality of
the preconditioner.
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Poisson

The runtime results of the Poisson problem, depicted in figures 7.11 and 7.12, are almost
identical to those of the convection diffusion problem. The most significant difference occurring for
the n = 100 case. The NVIDIA TITAN Black and the NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti show a characteristic
increase in runtime compared to the n = 1000 case for the F cycle test, but the NVIDIA RTX
2060 super does not. The most peculiar aspect is the fact that the F cycle results and the V cycle
results should be the same for n = 100 case, but are not.

Figure 7.11: Amount of time required to reach convergence.

Figure 7.12: Amount of time required to reach convergence.
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BiCGSTAB

In practical terms, by far the most influential bottleneck of the AMG preconditioned GMRES
tests is the amount of DRAM memory available to the GPU. Solving problems that are significantly
larger than n = 1000000 requires more than 6GB of memory to prevent out of memory errors. The
total runtime of at most 1.8 seconds scarcely poses a problem for just about every application, but
matrices that are larger than n = 1000000 are not uncommon. The memory requirements might
be relaxed by either reducing the restart value of GMRES or use different outer iterative solver
altogether, but this would sacrifice robustness to some extend. BiCGSTAB is a strong candidate
for replacing restarted GMRES in situations where the problem matrix is positive definite.

Figure 7.13 shows the runtime results of the Poisson problem being solved by the F cycle AMG
preconditioned BiCGSTAB method. The memory requirements of this solver are lower than those
based on GMRES, allowing the n = 10000000 case to fit in memory, consuming only about 4.26GB.
These results are included to demonstrate the advantages of other outer iterative solver algorithms
in terms of memory consumption, without going into the details regarding runtime efficiency.

Figure 7.13: Amount of time required to reach convergence.
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CPU versus GPU

The AMG preconditioned GMRES test case lacks CPU results, because AmgX does not fully
support it. The paper AmgX: A LIBRARY FOR GPU ACCELERATED ALGEBRAIC
MULTIGRID AND PRECONDITIONED ITERATIVE METHODS [61] written in con-
junction with some of the developers of the AmgX library does include a runtime efficiency com-
parison with CPU and GPU results. The comparison uses the HYPRE library to provide a CPU
based implementation of the classical algebraic multigrid method, competing with the GPU based
implementation of AmgX. [61] makes single-node comparisons and multi-node comparisons. The
single-node tests best resemble the tests performed in this chapter, but do not investigate the scal-
ing of the runtime efficiency with respect to the problem size. Weak scaling results are provided
for the multi-node comparisons, increasing the amount of CPUs and GPUs from 1 to 512.

The single node tests are performed on a computer containing an Intel Xeon E5-2690v2 10-
core CPU and a single NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU, running the CentOS 6.4 linux distribution and
using the GCC 4.6.4 compiler. The versions of the AmgX and CUDA libraries predate the ones
used for the tests in this chapter and there is no mention of which CPU based BLAS/LAPACK
implementations are used. The Intel Xeon E5-2690v2 is a substantially less performant CPU than
the Intel i7-7820x, only supporting the AVX instruction set, resulting in about 240 GFLOPS of
peak double precision performance. The NVIDIA Tesla K40 is extremely similar to the NVIDIA
TITAN Black, using exactly the same chip, but running at lower clock speeds and providing double
the amount of DRAM.

Five different matrices from the Florida University matrix market are used for the single-node
tests, all of which are discretizations of elliptic boundary value problems. The dimensions range
from n = 101492 to n = 1505785 and are assumed to be comprised of FP64 data elements. The
single-node tests seem to use classical AMG as a solver rather than a preconditioner, but very few
specifications are provided other then them using a V cycle and 2 Jacobi smoother iterations with
a relaxation factor of 0.75.

The multi-node tests are performed on the Titan supercomputer from the Oak Ridge National
Lab in the USA. Each node consists of an AMD Opteron 6274 16-core CPU and a single NVIDIA
Tesla K20x GPU, running the SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 operating system and using the
GCC 4.8.2 compiler. The rest of the software stack seems to be the same as that used for the
single-node tests, but [61] does not provide many details. Each node used for the multi-node tests
have a theoretical performance level that is somewhat lower than the hardware platform used for
the single-node tests.

The problem used for the multi-node tests consists of the Poisson equation over a three dimen-
sional domain, using the finite difference method with a 7-point stencil and 200 grid points in each
direction per node. This means that when the problem is solved using for example four nodes, it
contains four times as many degrees of freedom compared to when the problem would be solved
using a single node. Further details like boundary conditions and floating point data types are not
provided. The solver algorithm is comprised of a Conjugate Gradient outer iterative solver with
a classical AMG preconditioner that seems to be configured similarly to the single-node tests.

The comparison of the single-node CPU and GPU results are provided in figure 12 of [61],
showing the speedup that the GPU implementation provides with respect to the CPU implement-
ation. The GPU is about three times as fast as the CPU, ranging from a speedup of about two
to about seven. The results of the multi-node tests are displayed in figures 13, 14 and 15 of [61],
where the GPU performs about 20 times better than the CPU. All things considered, the tests
of [61] are not similar enough to the tests performed by this master thesis project to function as
direct comparisons, but the conclusion that the GPU performs better than the CPU matches the
results provided earlier in this chapter.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

The conclusion of this master thesis project is that GPGPU acceleration can strongly benefit
the runtime efficiency of numerical algorithms, as long as they can be implemented using the SPMD
programming model. Numerical algorithms with an inherently sequential nature or problem sizes
that are small compared to the amount of SIMD lanes of the GPU will generally see less pronounced
performance benefits or even increases in runtime when executed on the GPU.

Secondly, this master thesis project has demonstrated that employing GPGPU acceleration
need not be terribly difficult, provided that the required functionality is available in libraries or
development environments like Matlab. When the desired functionality is not readily available,
things can get more complicated. GPU programming is less forgiving than CPU programming
because a thorough understanding of the workings of computers and GPUs is required to attain
performance approaching that of the theoretically achievable levels. However, the GPGPU de-
velopers community is vibrant, producing a lot of high quality software libraries. The CUDA
BLAS/LAPACK implementations developed by NVIDIA and associated projects like AmgX and
Thrust provide highly optimized building blocks for GPU based numerical algorithms, greatly
reducing the effort required to construct functionality that is not jet readily available in librar-
ies. The self developed CMAT project is a testament to what can be achieved by following that
development model.

CMAT and Matlab were used to test the runtime efficiency of various numerical algorithms,
comparing the performance of multiple CPUs and GPUs. The results indicate that the small
problem sizes tend to perform better on CPUs and large problem sizes tend to perform better
on GPUs, but the turnover point is highly dependent on both hardware specifications and the
properties of the numerical algorithm. The runtime efficiency gains can also vary significantly,
ranging from about a factor of two to well over 20.

Execution unit capabilities, like the amount of SIMD lanes and data type support, can have
a strong impact on performance. GPUs equipped with dedicated FP64 or INT32 execution units
have a distinct advantage in numerical algorithms that contain many operations on those data
types. Matlab backslash and matrix-matrix multiplication using double precision elements are
clear examples of the benefits of FP64 execution units. On the CPU front, the doubling of the
SIMD lanes, courtesy of AVX-512 versus AVX2, consistently increases performance.
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8.1 AMG preconditioned GMRES case study

Numerical algorithms like aggregation AMG preconditioned GMRES do not contain inherent
data level parallelism and are comprised of many consecutive steps. This does not entirely exclude
the SPMD programming model, as most of the subroutines do contain data level parallelism. This
master thesis project has analyzed the GMRES iterative solver and algebraic multigrid methods
to understand how the SPMD programming model can be applied to various subroutines and to
understand how algorithm choices impact parallelizability and numerical performance.

The runtime efficiency of GMRES behaves very differently on the CPU than on the GPU. A
complexity analysis of GMRES reveals that the amount of floating point operations scales linearly
with both the amount of iterations and the dimensions of the problem matrix. The amount
of iterations also scales linearly with the problem matrix dimensions for the tested convection
diffusion problem, resulting in an overall complexity of O(n2). The CPU runtime of GMRES
scales quadratically with the problem matrix dimensions, indicating that the runtime and the
amount of floating point operations have a one-to-one relation. However, the GPU runtime of
GMRES scales linearly with the problem matrix dimensions, meaning that the one-to-one relation
does not hold in this case. The reason for this discrepancy is the fact that GPUs are very efficient
at matrix-vector and vector-vector multiplications because of their inherent data level parallelism,
completing those tasks much faster than the CPU does. This does not mean that the complexity
analysis is false, but does demonstrate that a complexity analysis by itself is a very poor indicator
of runtime efficiency, not even correctly predicting the order of scaling in certain cases.

The runtime efficiency of GPGPU accelerated AMG preconditioned GMRES is so high that
scaling information is almost impossible to obtain. Discretized elliptic boundary value problems
with a million degrees of freedom can be solved on consumer grade GPUs in under one second,
but significantly larger matrices produce out of memory errors. Replacing the outer iterative
solver with BiCGSTAB allows solving the Poisson problem with 107 degrees of freedom in about
6 seconds on consumer grade GPUs while consuming less than 5GB of memory, suggesting a less
than linear scaling relation between runtime and matrix problem size.

The runtime efficiency of GPGPU accelerated AMG preconditioned GMRES does not depend
on the availability of dedicated FP64 execution units, even though the problem matrix is com-
prised of double precision values. A study by the developers of the AmgX library also indicates
that GPGPU accelerated algebraic multigrid methods perform about 20 times better than imple-
mentations using the CPU.

Recommended followup

The results from the master thesis project are encouraging and warrant further efforts. The
most obvious step from the perspective of the MEFD group at the TU/e is to get CMAT and
AmgX working on the Volta server and implement an interface to the Nutils project. The master
thesis project has shown that AMG preconditioned GMRES is a very capable at solving large
Poisson and convection diffusion problems, but it would be beneficial to test its applicability to
the more complex elliptic problems and discretization techniques of other projects within the
MEFD group.

Some test results require a detailed profiler analysis to further investigate which aspects of the
code or algorithm form the bottleneck of the runtime efficiency. This information might be used
to better understand which other common numerical algorithms in use by the MEFD group could
benefit from GPGPU acceleration.
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Appendix A: An example of SMT

Instr. # Instr. spec. Ticks to execute
001 LOAD 207 3
002 203 + 201 = 203 1
003 202 + 207 = 202 1
004 203 + 202 = 203 1
005 STORE 203 1
101 LOAD 205 1
102 LOAD 206 1
103 205 + 201 = 205 1
104 LOAD 204 1
105 206 + 204 = 204 1

Tick Order
01 001
02 002 101
03 103  102
04 104  003
05 004
06 005 105

Total SMT execution time: 6 ticks
Sequential execution time: 12 ticks



Appendix B: MATLAB
implementation GMRES

1 function [ x, r, i ] = GMRES ( A, b, x0, tol, maxit )
2

3 r0 = A*x0 - b;
4 beta = norm(r0,2);
5 V(:,1) = r0/beta;
6 g = beta;
7 Q = cast(1,'like',b);
8

9 i = 0;
10 while ((abs(g(i + 1)) > tol) && (i < maxit))
11 % Arnoldi %
12 i = i + 1;
13 w = A*V(:,i);
14 for j = 1:i
15 H(j,i) = w'*V(:,j);
16 w = w - H(j,i)*V(:,j);
17 end
18 H((i + 1),i) = norm(w,2);
19 V(:,(i + 1)) = w/H((i + 1),i);
20

21 % Construct R and Givens rotation %
22 H(1:i,i) = Q*H(1:i,i);
23 rho = H(i,i);
24 H(i,i) = sqrt(rhoˆ2 + H((i + 1),i)ˆ2);
25 c = rho/H(i,i);
26 s = H((i + 1),i)/H(i,i);
27 H((i + 1),i) = 0;
28

29 % Apply Givens rotation to Q %
30 Q((i + 1),:) = -s*Q(i,:);
31 Q(i,:) = c*Q(i,:);
32 Q((i + 1),(i + 1)) = c;
33 Q(i,(i + 1)) = s;
34

35 % Apply Givens rotation to g %
36 g(i + 1,1) = -s*g(i,1);
37 g(i,1) = c*g(i,1);
38 end
39

40 y = H((1:i),:)\g(1:i);
41

42 x = x0 - V(:,(1:i))*y;
43 r = abs(g(i + 1));
44

45 end
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Appendix C: Benchmark code

Main executable

1 #include "../include/CMaT.h"
2 #include <fstream>
3 #include <ctime>
4 #include <regex>
5 #include <stdlib.h>
6

7 // Provide filename for log file.
8 std::string get output file name ( std::string name ) {
9

10 // Time and date information.
11 std::time t now = std::time(0);
12 tm * ltm = localtime(&now);
13

14 // Date string.
15 std::string year = std::to string(1900 + ltm->tm year);
16 std::string month = std::to string(1 + ltm->tm mon);
17 std::string day = std::to string(ltm->tm mday);
18

19 // Time string.
20 std::string hour = std::to string(ltm->tm hour);
21 std::string min = std::to string(ltm->tm min);
22 std::string sec = std::to string(ltm->tm sec);
23

24 // Check string length.
25 if ( month.size() == 1 ) { month = "0" + month; }
26 if ( day.size() == 1 ) { day = "0" + day; }
27 if ( hour.size() == 1 ) { hour = "0" + hour; }
28 if ( min.size() == 1 ) { min = "0" + min; }
29 if ( sec.size() == 1 ) { sec = "0" + sec; }
30

31 // year-month-day hour:min:sec
32 std::string time str = year+"-"+month+"-"+day+" "+hour+":"+min+":"+sec;
33

34 // Return the name of the output file.
35 return "log/"+name+" "+time str+".log";
36

37 }
38

39 // Create and open log file (overwrite).
40 std::ofstream create log ( std::string name, std::string matfile, std::string ...

conffile,
41 std::string backend, std::string & filename ) {
42

43 // Create 'log' directory.
44 system("if [ ! -d \"log\" ]; then mkdir log; fi");
45

46 // Output file.
47 std::ofstream log;
48 filename = get output file name(name);
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49 log.open(filename);
50

51 // Input parameters
52 log << name << " " << matfile << " " << conffile
53 << " " << backend << std::endl << std::endl;
54

55 // Return the log file stream.
56 return log;
57

58 }
59

60 // Input argument processing.
61 std::string in arg check ( int argc, char* argv[] ) {
62

63 // Initialize output.
64 std::string check = argv[3];
65

66 if ( argc != 4 ) {
67

68 // Tell the user how to run the program.
69 std::cout << "Usage: " << argv[0]
70 << " MAT file config file GPU/CPU"
71 << std::endl;
72

73 // Error.
74 return check = "error";
75

76 }
77

78 // Backend check.
79 if ( not((check == "GPU") | |(check == "CPU")) ) {
80

81 // Message to user.
82 std::cout << "Current backend: " << argv[3] << std::endl;
83 std::cout << "Backend should be: 'GPU' or 'CPU'" << std::endl;
84

85 // Error.
86 return check = "error";
87

88 }
89

90 // Manipulate the first input argument.
91 check = argv[0];
92

93 // Remove './' from input argument.
94 if ( std::regex match(argv[0], std::regex("(./)(.*)")) ) {
95

96 check.erase(0,2);
97

98 }
99

100 // Return the result.
101 return check;
102

103 }
104

105 // Store timing, num iter and norm of residual in a matlab vector.
106 void create mat ( double t, double r norm, std::string filename ) {
107

108 // Initialize the result vector.
109 CPU Dense result(3,1);
110

111 // Fill the result vector.
112 result.Values[0] = t;
113 result.Values[1] = r norm;
114 result.Values[2] = (double) num iter;
115
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116 // Create './MAT FILES/results' directory.
117 system("if [ ! -d \"MAT FILES\" ]; then mkdir MAT FILES; fi");
118 system("if [ ! -d \"MAT FILES/results\" ]; then mkdir MAT FILES/results; fi");
119

120 // Construct filename.
121 filename.pop back(); filename.pop back();
122 filename.pop back(); filename.pop back();
123 filename.erase(0,4);
124

125 // Open MAT file for saving.
126 matfile save mat file save("./MAT FILES/results",filename + ".mat");
127

128 // Store the result vector in the MAT file.
129 result.save(mat file save,"result");
130

131 }
132

133 int main ( int argc, char* argv[] ) {
134

135 // Iput argument processing.
136 std::string name = in arg check(argc,argv);
137 if (name == "error") { return 0; }
138 std::string matfile = argv[1], conffile = argv[2], backend = argv[3];
139

140 // Open log file.
141 std::string filename;
142 std::ofstream log = create log(name, matfile, conffile, backend, filename);
143

144 // Open the MAT file.
145 matfile load mat file load(matfile);
146

147 // Timings and residual.
148 double t, r norm;
149

150 // Solve using the CPU.
151 if ( backend == "CPU" ) {
152

153 // Extract data to host memory.
154 CPU Sparse A(mat file load,"A");
155 CPU Dense b(mat file load,"b");
156

157 // Solve Ax=b (and time).
158 tic();
159 CPU Dense x = A.solve(b,conffile);
160 t = toc s();
161 log << "Solving Ax=b took: " << t << " seconds" << std::endl;
162

163 // Calculate the residual.
164 CPU Dense b x = A.mv(x);
165 CPU Dense res = b x.add(b.scp(-1));
166 r norm = sqrt(res.dot(res));
167

168 // Print the result.
169 log << std::endl << "2-norm of the residual is: " << r norm << std::endl;
170 log << "Number of iterations: " << num iter << std::endl;
171

172 }
173

174 // Solve using the GPU.
175 if ( backend == "GPU" ) {
176

177 // Extract data to device memory.
178 GPU Sparse A(mat file load,"A");
179 GPU Dense b(mat file load,"b");
180

181 // Solve Ax=b (and time).
182 tic();
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183 GPU Dense x = A.solve(b,conffile);
184 t = toc s();
185 log << "Solving Ax=b took: " << t << " seconds" << std::endl;
186

187 // Calculate the residual.
188 GPU Dense b x = A.mv(x);
189 GPU Dense res = b x.add(b.scp(-1));
190 r norm = sqrt(res.dot(res));
191

192 // Print the result.
193 log << std::endl << "2-norm of the residual is: " << r norm << std::endl;
194 log << "Number of iterations: " << num iter << std::endl;
195

196 }
197

198 create mat(t, r norm, filename);
199

200 // Close log file.
201 log.close();
202

203 // Exit.
204 return 0;
205

206 }

Restarted GMRES config files

1 {
2 "config version": 2,
3 "solver": {
4 "solver": "FGMRES",
5 "tolerance": 0.000001,
6 "max iters": 20000,
7 "gmres n restart": 100,
8 "preconditioner": "NOSOLVER",
9 "monitor residual": 1,

10 "print solve stats": 1,
11 "obtain timings":1
12 }
13 }

1 {
2 "config version": 2,
3 "solver": {
4 "solver": "FGMRES",
5 "tolerance": 0.000001,
6 "max iters": 20000,
7 "gmres n restart": 20,
8 "preconditioner": "NOSOLVER",
9 "monitor residual": 1,

10 "print solve stats": 1,
11 "obtain timings":1
12 }
13 }
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AMG preconditioned GMRES config files

1 {
2 "config version": 2,
3 "solver": {
4 "preconditioner": {
5 "solver": "AMG",
6 "algorithm": "AGGREGATION",
7 "selector": "SIZE 4",
8 "cycle": "F",
9 "max iters": 1,

10 "max levels": 10,
11 "smoother": "BLOCK JACOBI",
12 "presweeps": 3,
13 "postsweeps": 3,
14 "coarsest sweeps": 1,
15 "print grid stats": 1
16 },
17 "solver": "FGMRES",
18 "max iters": 4000,
19 "gmres n restart": 20,
20 "monitor residual": 1,
21 "tolerance": 0.000001,
22 "print solve stats": 1,
23 "obtain timings":1
24 }
25 }

1 {
2 "config version": 2,
3 "solver": {
4 "preconditioner": {
5 "solver": "AMG",
6 "algorithm": "AGGREGATION",
7 "selector": "SIZE 4",
8 "cycle": "V",
9 "max iters": 1,

10 "max levels": 10,
11 "smoother": "BLOCK JACOBI",
12 "presweeps": 3,
13 "postsweeps": 3,
14 "coarsest sweeps": 1,
15 "print grid stats": 1
16 },
17 "solver": "FGMRES",
18 "max iters": 4000,
19 "gmres n restart": 20,
20 "monitor residual": 1,
21 "tolerance": 0.000001,
22 "print solve stats": 1,
23 "obtain timings":1
24 }
25 }
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AMG preconditioned BiCGSTAB config files

1 {
2 "config version": 2,
3 "solver": {
4 "preconditioner": {
5 "solver": "AMG",
6 "algorithm": "AGGREGATION",
7 "selector": "SIZE 4",
8 "cycle": "F",
9 "max iters": 1,

10 "max levels": 10,
11 "smoother": "BLOCK JACOBI",
12 "presweeps": 3,
13 "postsweeps": 3,
14 "coarsest sweeps": 1,
15 "print grid stats": 1
16 },
17 "solver": "PBICGSTAB",
18 "max iters": 4000,
19 "monitor residual": 1,
20 "tolerance": 0.000001,
21 "print solve stats": 1,
22 "obtain timings":1
23 }
24 }
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Appendix D: List of Acronyms

GPGPU General-purpose computing on graphics processing units

TU/e Technische Universiteit Eindhoven

MEFD Multiscale Engineering Fluid Dynamics

GPU Graphics processing unit

CPU Central processing unit

SRAM Static random access memory

DRAM Dynamic random access memory

SoC System on a chip

HDD Hard disk drive

SSD Solid state drive

FEM Finite element method

FP Floating point

FLOP Floating point operations

FLOPS Floating point operations per second

FMA Fused multiply add

FMA3 Fused multiply add version three

AVX Advanced vector extensions

AVX-512 Advanced vector extensions 512

AVX2 Advanced vector extensions two

SMT Simultaneous multithreading

ISA Instruction set architecture

uarch Microarchitecture

RAM Random access memory

ALU Arithmetic logic unit

AGU Address generation unit

FPU Floating point unit
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SIMD Single instruction multiple data

OS Operating system

HPC High performance computing

MKL Intel math kernel library

DIMM Dual in-line memory module

ECC Error-correcting code

PCI Peripheral component interconnect

PCI-X Peripheral component interconnect extended

PCIe Peripheral component interconnect express

AGP Accelerated graphics port

NIC Network interface controller

SAS Serial Attached SCSI

SCSI Small computer system interface

NVMe Non-volatile memory express

DMI Direct media interface

USB Universal serial bus

SATA Serial AT attachment

QPI Intel quickpath interconnect

UPI Intel ultrapath interconnect

CUDA Compute unified device architecture

AMG Algebraic multigrid

GMRES Generalized minimum residual
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